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1
Introduction

1.1 Motivation

In the last ten years the Piedmont region, as like many other regions in

Italy and in the world, have been subjected to an increased rate of natural

disasters due to frequent episodes of extreme and severe weather condi-

tions that cause floods, landslides, windstorms, fires, earthquakes and tidal

waves. In these circumstances, agencies that deal with civil protection need

to react promptly and therefore must continuously monitor for just such

emergencies and the environment conditions. Furthermore, in regions in

which industrial and agricultural activities take place there is a strong need

of environmental surveillance to guarantee protection against occurrences

of water pollution, unauthorized waste disposal and dumping of danger-

ous materials. Individuals and organizations responsible for emergency

management use many tools to prevent catastrophic event. Geographic In-

formation System (GIS) and related spatial information technologies have

been widely applied in land environmental protection, emergency manage-

ment and urban planning, since they provide information and tools for the

analysis of the spatial data and the representation of the results in spatial

format. In an emergency situation, relevant information range from car-

tography, demographic data, weather forecasts and sensor data, telemetry,

available transportation means, presence of helpful agents, land use and

cover statistics or values, etc. In many cases specific data sets containing

all this kind of information are not available. For this reason different source

of information must be gathered and accurately integrated in order to pro-

vide a correct and timely information to responsible people or institutions

involved in a decision making process. Data integration problems require
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

solving several challenges: geospatial data can differ for formats and/or

schemas, the integration process may require a long time to retrieve and

process large data sets, the quality of information returned to the user is

strictly related to the source of information, a reasoning process that infers

new and useful knowledge by applying various techniques over the inte-

grated data is required. These problems have been faced in the context of

the ”Sistema di Monitoraggio Avanzato del Territorio” 1 (SMAT) project.

1.1.1 SMAT

SMAT project aim to study and demonstrate a surveillance system, to sup-

port prevention and control of a wide range of natural events (fires, floods,

landslides) and also environment protection against human intervention

(traffic, urban planning, pollution and cultivation). SMAT-F1, is the first

phase of SMAT project and aims to demonstrate an integrated use of three

Unmanned Air Vehicle (UAV) platforms inside of a primary scenario, rele-

vant for Piedmont Region. The operative centres of each UAV (known as

UAS), exchange information with a Supervision and Coordination Station

(SS&C).

Figure 1.1, shows the main components involved in the SMAT project.

The aerial components are constituted by three different UAV. The ground

components are constituted by three control stations that are responsible

for each UAV tactical control (flight operations, sensor activities), data gath-

ering and data transmission to the SS&C station.

SS&C is involved in different type of operations before, during and after

mission. In fact, it is involved before mission execution in the overall mission

planning, in the allocation of the operational tasks to the UAS and in setting

up communication links with relevant Authorities. During mission execution,

it is involved in monitoring the mission progress, in receiving collected data

from UAS ground segment, in the communication with end users and in

the update of the information stored. Additionally it must support the SS&C

operator in her/his interaction with the system. After mission execution, it

completes the second level exploitation of data that involves operations like

image processing, orthorectification, image mosaiking, geospatial referenc-

ing, annotation and cartography metadata retrieval. SS&C disseminates its

1Advanced Monitoring System of the Territory
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1.1. MOTIVATION

Figure 1.1: The SMAT architecture

results and issues a conclusive mission report. The system must be able

to manage a variety of missions that differ in topics and scenarios. Accord-

ing to the action lines foreseen by the mission (floods, landslides, pollution

and aeronautics) the system operator will be able to retrieve, quickly and

accurately, relevant data for the mission goal from separate sources (im-

ages, video, files, and web). The system should be able to support the

integration of various sources of information coming from the different CS.

Each UAV, equipped with a set of sensors specific for the singular mission,

downloads to its ground control station a large set of information: telemetry

data on vehicle position and asset, the sensor images and video of the ter-

ritory. In turn, each CS communicates to the SS&C the received data (see

Figure 1.1) in near-real-time.

The system in general should provide its operators the information nec-

essary to manage and coordinate the mission plans of multiple UAVs mak-

ing them coexist and collaborate. At the same time, the operative modes

of the different UAV platforms should be left independent and autonomous.

In fact, each UAS consists of an already existing and complex system that

differs from the others by proprietary implementation choices such as, flight

control mode, sensor activation during the flight, sensor configuration, data

13



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

storage and the data transmission mode to the ground, etc. The system

must perform data storage, guarantee data persistence and be able to pro-

vide both a geo-spatial and a temporal reference to the stored information.

For these reasons the system requires an advanced retrieval capability that

is able to adapt to the different SS&C functions allowing users to consider

the data from multiple perspectives. Furthermore, the system must be able

to perform data post-processing on archived data in order to generate new

enhanced products that increase the information level of the acquired data

for the user benefit and must be able to enrich data using external sources,

related to georeferenced data already stored. This last feature was devel-

oped by the system function defined as Second Level Exploitation. The

work done to develop the Second Level Exploitation function and the ad-

dressed issues are described in the next section and are the subject of

discussion of this thesis.

1.1.2 Problem Statement

The Second Level Exploitation function is defined as post-mission activity.

Post-mission activity involves different tasks and is carried out to pursue

a variety of purposes: analyze and organize data collected during the mis-

sion, prepare mission reporting, allow viewing and retrieval of information

according to the custom end-user. This activity is of particular importance.

On one side it is done in order to exploit the richness of information gath-

ered from different sources, on the other hand to allow the generation of

information that may be useful in defining new mission plans. After mis-

sion the system must be able to retrieve and compare data from video,

telemetry, images and text files. All this information must be analyzed to

extract correlation not only between the data of a just ended mission, but

more in general between the dbms recorded data. Comparison and cor-

relation require that the second level exploitation function is able to per-

form data conversion, data representation and new data generation. In

fact, all second level exploitation algorithms are developed in such a way

to allow re-processing of the data under operator request. The new gen-

erated data products are independent from the pre-existing information, in

the sense that they are stored and managed independently. Furthermore,

the Second Level Exploitation function should provide a mechanism to col-

lect meta data elements. Meta data should be obtained by the extraction of

14



1.2. OBJECTIVES AND RESEARCH QUESTIONS

information from geo-referenced data and are submitted to user approval

as annotation of the geo-referenced data stored in the SS&C Data Model.

This process is called metadata extraction and search. Metadata extrac-

tion must allow efficient storage and retrieval of large volumes of data that

is viewed and analyzed from different perspectives providing answers to

analytical queries that are multidimensional in nature. The extraction of

information from geo-referenced data is complemented by a web search

in order to complement and expand the information relating to these data.

This process is called metadata search. Therefore, metadata extraction

and search involve two different information sources: the SS&C database

and the web, but refers to only one type of object: spatial (geo-referenced)

objects related to a mission. The spatial objects and related information

identified as relevant for SMAT project can be divided into four categories:

1. Target

2. Airport

3. Route Waypoints

4. Executed Route Waypoints (called Flown Points).

Mentioned space objects can refer to a specific mission or can be analyzed

by different dimensions, for example, the spatial dimension (the objects are

in the same geographical area), the time dimension (they were stored in the

database in a given period of time), or UAV dimension (they are all related

to the mission carried out by a particular UAV), the sensor dimension (that

has photographed or filmed the mentioned objects). The extra dimensions,

in addition to those mentioned, and their combination will be the subject of

discussion in the process of metadata retrieval in the next chapter of the

following thesis.

1.2 Objectives and Research Questions

In this thesis, the following question is addressed :

• How to generate a metadata retrieval and research (MDR) module

able to answer the requirements for the project?

The general research question breaks down in the following sub-questions:

15



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

1. How to retrieve data according to the different dimensions involved in

the project?

2. How to correlate already stored data?

3. How to enrich data?

4. How to extract significant features from retrieved data?

1.3 Thesis Organization

The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows:

Chapter 2 describes the multidimensional data management problem in

the context of SMAT project. In this chapter the different dimensions and

the fact table are identified and an algorithm called Compiler is provided.

The algorithm is used to retrieve metadata from the database according to

specific user needs available only at run-time. Moreover, a Tester to verify

the correctness of the Compiler is proposed.

Chapter 3 presents the SMAT high-level architecture and the process

of metadata search from the Web. The three-tier software architecture and

the functionalities of its software components are described. In this context,

the connections on the components based on Web services, such as in

the search of social metadata from Volunteered Geographic Information

systems, are highlighted and distinguished.

Chapter 4 presents the method used to integrate the mission data,

stored in the database, with social metadata collected from the Web. In

particular, the activity and sequence diagrams for this specific function are

discussed.

Chapter 5 describes the functionality of the ”metadata GUI”, how the

user can interact with the system and how results are provided both as text

and as annotation on a map.

Chapter 6 provides a statistical method for the extraction of significant

information, on a geographical area, from the metadata collected from the

Web. The results of an experimental section are presented. Results show

that the content characterization is meaningful and statistical significant.

Conclusion and future works are presented in the seventh chapter.
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2
Multidimensional Data Management

Thanks to recent advances in computing power, data storage and recording

technologies, the data of various types are collected in increasing numbers.

These data represent an important resource for decision-making process

where decision are complex, must be made under time pressure and a

number of alternatives have to be considered constantly. Support systems

for decision making have evolved from 1960s and today are of primary im-

portance in various fields of application: marketing, accounting, finance,

international business, resource management. They include different infor-

mation technologies tools for consolidating, analyzing and providing access

to vast amounts of data to help users make better strategic decision. These

tools include Data Warehousing, On-Line Analytical Processing (OLAP),

Data Mining (DM) and Data Visualization (DV). This chapter introduces the

multidimensional data management problem in the context of SMAT project

and provides the background for Data Warehousing and OLAP technolo-

gies while Data Mining and Data Visualization will be treated in the following

chapters of this thesis.

2.1 Background

This section provides a definition of data warehouse, describes the multidi-

mensional data model, the multidimensional data representation and pro-

poses related works in the multidimensional spatial domain.
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CHAPTER 2. MULTIDIMENSIONAL DATA MANAGEMENT

2.1.1 Data Warehouse

A Data Warehouse is a subject-oriented, integrated, non-volatile and time-

variant collection of data in support of managements decisions [1]. The

term subject-oriented means that it is organized around specific aspects of

the business processes and it focused on data useful to decision-making.

The term integrated means that it integrates data from multiple and hetero-

geneous sources (relational database, text files, transactional, etc.). Data

cleaning and data integration techniques are used to ensure the consis-

tency of the data. Non-volatile means that it stores data in an archive

physically separated from the databases used for daily operations. Since

the only operations possible on a data warehouse are initial load of data

and the read access, it does not require any continuous update and there-

fore it does not need support for transaction management and competition.

The term time-variant means that data not only provide current information

but they have a historical perspective (for example, data on the last 5-10

years), in other words, not only the current value of data is stored, but often

either snapshots of data at specific points in time, or a complete history of

changes of the data are archived. The features of a data warehouse cause

the data warehouse design process and strategies to be different from the

ones for OLTP Systems (On Line Transaction Processing) [2]. OLTPs are

used in daily operations, record transaction in real time and are application-

oriented. Data warehouses are used in decisional support process, are

subject-oriented and do not perform on-line update of data. OLTPs are

the main source of data for data warehouse and OLAP (On Line Analyti-

cal Processing) [3]. OLAP evaluates and analyzes data stored in a data

warehouse using analytical queries and helps to organize data in the data

warehouse using multidimensional models of data aggregation and sum-

marization.

2.1.2 Multidimensional Data Model

In a multidimensional data model, the database is a set of facts (points)

in a multidimensional space. Facts are concepts of interest for decision-

making. They represent information that must be analyzed (as e.g. prod-

uct sales) and are characterized by measures that can be aggregated (as

e.g. number of bought products, sales prices). The parameters over which
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2.1. BACKGROUND

the analysis of facts is performed are called Dimensions. Dimensions give

meaning to numeric measures describing a set of facts (as e.g. time, shop,

product, client, etc.). Each dimension has a set of attributes that can be re-

lated through the use of a concepts hierarchy. A concept hierarchy can be

built from the data warehouse system (for example, for the attribute time)

in order to provide different abstraction levels according which the user can

analyze the facts and their measures. Such a hierarchy can be provided

manually by an expert of the application domain or can be generated au-

tomatically based on statistical analysis. In a multidimensional model, data

are organized into one or more Multidimensional Cubes or Data Cubes,

where Cube is defined as a set of data ordered by dimensions [4]. Typical

operations for analysis of a data cube are roll-up, drill-down, slice and dice

and pivoting. The roll-up operation is used to aggregate data. Aggregations

are realized either by walking from a lower level to a higher level in a hierar-

chy of a dimension or through the elimination of some dimensions. The drill

down operation is the inverse of roll-up. This operation enables to go deep

into a hierarchy of a dimension to carry out the more detailed analysis. The

increasing level of data detail can be realized by adding new dimensions.

The slice operation performs a selection of data on a single dimension of

the cube. The result of this operation is a subcube of the starting one. The

dice operation extracts a subcube from the original cube through a selec-

tion operation of one or more dimensions. The pivoting operation is used

to perform the reorientation of the data cube.

2.1.3 Multidimensional Data Representation

Most data warehouses use a star schema to represent multidimensional

data. It has one central table (fact table) and a set of tables (one for each

dimension) arranged in a radial pattern around the central table. Figure

2.1 [5] shows one fact table and different dimension tables. The fact table

contains foreign keys to the dimension tables that are not normalized. This

type of schema is called star schema because the entity-relationship dia-

gram between dimensions and the fact table resembles a star where one

fact table is connected to multiple dimensions. The star schema is simple

and easy to use, dimension tables are often relatively small and can be em-

ployed with good performance to relational DBMS. Notice that hierarchies

are ”hidden” because the hierarchy levels are composed by subsets of the
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Figure 2.1: Start Schema example

dimension table columns.

The snowflake schema is a variation on the star schema in which the

dimensional tables are normalized. The aim of a normalization of the di-

mension tables is to reduce redundancies.

For application with a high level of sophistication a fact constellation

schema can be used. As its name implies, it is shaped like a constellation

of stars (i.e., star schemas). This schema is more complex than the star

schema or the snowflake varieties, which is due to the fact that it contains

multiple fact tables. This allows dimension tables to be shared amongst the

fact tables.

2.1.4 Multidimensional Geospatial Data

In the data warehouse literature, geographical data are mentioned only in

passing, treating space/location as an attribute of a particular dimension.

However, it has been estimated that about 80 percent of all data stored in

corporate databases are spatial data [6]. Common data warehouse clients

like query and report builders and On-Line Analytical Processing (OLAP)

tools are not optimized to explore and analyze the spatial data since they

do not have the capability to manipulate the geometric component of the
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data and they cannot provide a thorough analysis [7]. Furthermore, the

volume of data that must be managed can be potentially much larger than

the volume of data for a non-geographical data warehouse. Consequently,

data warehouse that have to manage geographical data have a stricter re-

quirements for scalability.

The first attempt to adapt OLAP to the spatial domain was proposed by

[8], who gave the first definition of SOLAP (Spatial OLAP) as ”a visual plat-

form built especially to support rapid and easy spatio-temporal analysis and

exploration of data following a multidimensional approach comprised of ag-

gregation levels available in cartographic displays as well as in tabular and

diagram displays”. In contrast with traditional OLAP, able to manage only

non-geometric spatial dimensions like place names or location description,

SOLAP is able to manage the geometric spatial dimension and the mixed

spatial dimension (geometric and non-geometric like a map with its textual

annotations). SOLAP uses different ways to aggregate different character-

istics, themes, regions, and epochs and to provide results. The ”drill-down”

operator, called spatial drill-down, allows the end-user to navigate from a

general level to more detailed level inside a dimension (e.g. from visualiz-

ing the province data to visualizing the region data). The roll-up operator,

called spatial roll-up, allows, conversely, the user to navigate from a de-

tailed level to a more general level inside a dimension. The drill-across

operator, called spatial drill-across allows to view different information but

at the same level of detail (e.g. from the Montreal region to the Quebec

region, or from a sales measure to a profits measure). These operators

allow navigating from one geometric level of detail to another one, placed

inside a geometric or a mixed spatial dimension, while keeping the same

level of thematic granularity. These operations are available, in a SOLAP

application, in the different types of displays (maps, statistical diagrams or

tables) [9]. Additional attempts to adapt OLAP to spatial domain include

the following works. [10] and [11] proposed methods for the computation

of spatial data cubes such as the approximation and selective material-

ization. [12] defined the conceptual foundations, associated concepts, es-

sential features and desirable characteristics of SOLAP. [13] proposed a

spatial data warehouse prototype based on GML (for spatial data repre-

sentation) and more generally on XML (for all data) with a focus on data

integration problem. [14] proposed a method that implements a Spatio-
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Temporal Topological Operators Dimension ST2OD into multidimensional

databases. Used in conjunction with other dimensions, the ST2OD pro-

duces cross-dimensional views that satisfy specific spatial, temporal and

spatio-temporal topological constraints. Today, JMAP Spatial OLAP [15]

is the first web technology that completely integrates the geospatial dimen-

sion in a business-intelligence decision making environment. It offers an

intuitive graphical user interface enabling non-specialists to very easily ac-

cess their geospatial data in order to view and analyze them. The user inter-

faces can include several thematic maps, statistical diagrams (bar charts,

pie charts, etc.) and tables displayed based on graphical semiology rules

defined for classification values or members. The JMap mapping server

makes it possible to interface the spatial data in a native format and con-

nect to any JDBC-compliant databases.

2.2 SMAT Data Model

The relational database of the SMAT project allows archiving, retrieving and

managing all the data received, processed and generated in the SS&C. In

addition, it provides the capability for cataloguing images and data in terms

of spatial data indexing. The PostgreSQL DBMS [16] with the PostGIS [17]

extension natively supports GIS data types and operations providing stor-

age and persistence to different type of data: documents, images, multi-

media files, maps, processed video, frames, reports, telemetry, etc. Fur-

thermore, it can provide general, statistical and descriptive information on

all the data by means of metadata.

The data model that has been designed describes all the relationships

among the relevant objects for the SMAT project, allowing to manage and

store the data generated by the mission tactical planning function (mission

plan for a single UAV, sensors, tasks, the composition of the route in terms

of segments, Way-points, etc.), by SS&C (processed video, reports, GIS

referenced objects) and received from each UAV Control Station (images,

files, videos, data on mission execution, data on the effective route execu-

tion, etc.).

Figure 2.2 shows an extract of the SMAT data model. This extract in-

cludes only the tables that refer to the metadata class and to the spatial

objects involved in the missions.
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Figure 2.2: Data Model extract

Metadata are stored in metadata table. This table contains the identifier

(metadataID), the description, the filepath and the filename of all metadata

stored in the database. It is related to the tables metadataAirport, meta-

dataFlownpoint, metadataRwaypoint and metadataTarget that are used to

create a relation between a metadata identifier and a particular spatial ob-

ject, as shown in figure: 2.3. Furthermore metadata table includes an in-

sertdate column that can be used to retrieve the chronology of the files

loaded as annotations of these objects and thus makes it possible to main-

tain an archive. Airport, flownpoint and rwaypoint tables contain, in addition

to the identifier, a description column and three columns that are used to

store the latitude, longitude and the altitude of the spatial objects. The

target table slightly differs from the previous ones because it contains a

geometry attribute instead of the spatial reference attributes (latitude, lon-

gitude and altitude). In fact, the missions’ targets can be not only points but

lines and polygons, and for this reason should be described properly.

The SS&C data model includes the definition of Task as the specific
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Figure 2.3: Metadata and Spatial objects tables

activity to be performed during missions by a UAV. For each MissionPlan-

UAV different tasks are defined. Tasks are ordered from takeoff to land

and span the entire route covered by each UAV. During monitoring, dif-

ferent sensors may be required to accomplish the task. The Route is an

ordered sequence of rwaypoints. The sequence is represented using the

wpOrder table. Flownpoints are, instead, points of the executed route and

are collected in the RouteExecution table.

2.3 SMAT requirements for the Second Level Exploita-

tion

SMAT database is a key component in the First and Second Level Exploita-

tion functions. The First level exploitation involves the acquisition, the trans-

formation and the storage of data generated in the SS&C or received from

UASs. The Second Level exploitation performs data comparison and corre-

lation, data representation, data annotation and more generally data enrich-

ment. All second level exploitation algorithms are developed in such a way

to allow re-processing of the data, managed by the First Level Exploitation,

under operator request.
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System requirements for the Second Level exploitation outline the need

of a tool for the management of stored data that provides computational

capabilities for the enrichment process. Seven core requirements form the

essence of implementation choices made for the metadata retrieval and

search (MDR) module:

1. The Second Level Exploitation function should add meta data as an-

notations to geo-referenced data stored in the SS&C Data Model (e.g.

Targets, Waypoints, Flownpoints). The annotations shall be submitted

to the approval of the user.

This requirement dictates the guidelines for the annotation of mission

spatial objects. Such annotations must relate to the geo-referenced

objects stored in the database. Annotations are provided to the SS&C

operator in the form of suggestions and they may become persistent

if they meet her/his specific needs. Among the features of the sec-

ond level exploitation, an algorithm that saves metadata useful for the

operator, must be provided.

2. The Second Level Exploitation function should provide a mechanism

to collect meta data elements from pre-existing pieces of information.

Meta data should be obtained by the extraction of information from

geo-referenced data.

This requirement identifies the need for an automated process that

is able to extract information from the database. Metadata extracted

from this process refer to geo-referenced objects already stored.

3. The Second Level Exploitation function shall provide the computa-

tional capabilities, in terms of algorithms to be used to process the

received data and generates additional data products that enhance

the information level of the acquired data for the user benefit.

This requirement asks for the organization and the processing of data

in order to provide a more usable and qualitatively superior informa-

tion to the end user compared to the information received by UASs.

4. The Second Level Exploitation function shall be able to perform data

post processing on archived data in order to generate new enhanced

products to be provided to the user.
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This requirement describes the process of information enrichment.

The post processing activity, performed on stored data, should enable

the generation of new metadata that must be suggested to the end

user. Stored data become therefore a tool for the search of further

annotations that are used to complete and to enrich the database

content.

5. The Second Level Exploitation function shall be able to correlate archived

data.

This requirement is applied to correlate stored data. This is a feature

of the post-processing activity. It allows connecting information from

different sources that are related to the same mission or to the same

geographical area, or to the same period of time, etc. More gener-

ally, the correlation should allow the retrieval and the representation

of archived data according to different dimensions. A more detailed

description of the involved dimensions will be provided in the next

section.

6. The Second Level Exploitation function should be able to retrieve,

correlate and analyze archived data using geospatial meta data stan-

dards in order to facilitate the exchange and interpretation of the re-

sults by users.

According to this requirement, metadata are not only simple annota-

tions of spatial objects but become an active instrument for the analy-

sis and the correlation of geo-referenced data, providing to the users

a mechanism for the interpretation of mission information.

7. The Data Assessment function shall provide the capabilities to per-

form detailed analysis of the received and processed data, retrieving

them from the local SS&C archive on the basis of data and meta-data.

Data and metadata are stored in the database and are used to con-

duct a detailed analysis of the information related to the missions.

This function must allow the user to find information about stored spa-

tial objects and related metadata.

These requirements emphasize the need of a module that can not only

retrieve the stored information, but it is able to provide data to the users
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according to their specific needs. The specific needs of the SS&C oper-

ator belong to a large series of operational scenarios and situations. For

example, the operator might be interested in finding information on all the

missions that took place on a particular spatial area, or to find information

about missions conducted in a given period of time. If involved in a new

mission planning she/he might be interested in finding information about

the points of the route or to compare them with the points of the routes

previously flown. Furthermore she/he might be interested in finding infor-

mation in an area bordering a mission space object: in a contingency plan

for a flood, knowing that near a bridge there is a school to be evacuated

and how many people are in it, is a fundamental information. It is evident

that the activity consists in a search for specific spatial objects of interest

with the final goal of retrieval of the relative metadata. The above examples

point out that the research for spatial objects by the user is subject-oriented.

Therefore the MDR module must implement mechanisms of research for

spatial objects on which retrieve metadata that are definable by the user

himself at runtime.

Furthermore, the module must be able to perform data correlation namely

to find the reciprocal relationship between data and to add annotation to

geo-referenced data stored in the SS&C Data Model. Geo-reference data

can be related to the same mission, period of time, geographical area, etc.

All spatial objects stored in the SS&C data model can be analyzed as sin-

gle entity or in relation with other entities following a multidimensional data

model approach. This approach allows finding relationship and analyzing

in greater detail the database content. In addition, it facilitates the end-

user in adding annotations. In fact the SS&C operator might not know in

advance which spatial objects are interesting for her/him (needs and goals

can change over time and over operative scenarios) and which spatial ob-

jects own a useful annotation. The retrieval of metadata in compliance with

a multidimensional logic, which allows the user to filter the information ac-

cording to certain dimensions, is a tool for the detection of spatial objects

that meet the user’s imposed conditions. The associated geographical in-

formation (latitude, longitude and altitude) allow the search for additional

data on the Web that the SS&C operator can add or not to the database

contents.
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2.4 SMAT Multidimensional Data Model

In order to define the dimensions of the SMAT multidimensional model the

concept of mission fact must be introduced. A mission fact is stored for

a mission when it is decided. The mission will be executed in a particular

time, employing a certain UAV which will be equipped by a sensor in order

to monitor certain spatial objects, the targets, and will take-off and land from

certain airports. Mission facts are the objectives of the information retrieval

activity. The operator is interested in annotations on the spatial objects

involved in the mission, i.e. on airports, targets and the points in the route,

either planned (Rwaypoint) or executed (Flownpoints). A mission fact can

be thought as the instantiation of the abstract class called Mission Facts.

Figure 2.4 shows the UML diagram of the relationship between the

class Mission Facts class and the data model classes that have for at-

tributes the attributes involved in the specification of a constraint by the

operator. These constraints belong to five different dimensions:

• Mission (D1)

• Sensor (D2)

• UAV (D3)

• Airport (D4)

• Target (D5)

A mission fact can be analyzed using only one of these dimensions, for

example using the missionID of the mission that produced the fact, or by

using multiple constraints together, for example using the missionID and

the UavID of the aircraft involved in the fact generation. A mission fact can

be related to four different types of spatial objects:

• Rwaypoint (O1)

• Flownpoint (O2)

• Airport (O3)

• Target (O4)
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Figure 2.4: Dimensions

With the exception of Sensor (D2), dimensions are in a 1-n relationship

with Mission Facts, since there may be many mission facts for a given di-

mension. The Sensor dimension is in a 0-n relationship with Mission Facts

since a fact may not involve the use of a sensor, e.g. the landing of a UAV

does not require the activation of the sensor. Spatial Objects belong to the

Virtual Spatial Object class, an abstract class that generalizes the concept

of point and polyline and in this diagram is used to represent the broader

concept of spatial dimension. This class is in a 1-n relationship with Mis-

sion Facts and in a 1-n relationship with metadata class. Each metadata

(metadataID) can refer to exactly one spatial object while a spatial object

can refer to different metadata.

Airport and Target are both dimensions for the Mission Facts table and

spatial objects of interest for the MDR module. If the user selects the di-

mension Airport and specifies that the dimension identifier value must be

equal to the ’Airport Caselle’ then the spatial objects considered will be

those ones involved in the missions that took off or landed at the specified
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airport. If the user selects the dimension Target and specifies that the di-

mension identifier value must be equal to ’bridge on Dora Baltea’ then the

spatial objects considered will be those ones involved in the missions that

monitored the specified target.

An example of query that the operator may be interested to perform is

”Which metadata refer to targets monitored in the missions executed in a

given period of time?”. This query must retrieve a set of metadataID and a

set of spatial coordinates that an automatic procedure (described in detail

in subsequent chapters) can use to search for additional annotations on the

Web. This simple example is useful to identify two problems connected with

the data structure and the data type used in the project. The first problem

is related to the relationships in the data model.

Contrary to what happens in typical situations of data warehousing tools

utilization, the query of the fact table according to different dimensions is not

of interest for the module’s user. The MDR user is interested in using di-

mensions as constraints to find instances of an external class, the metadata

class. For this reason, the relationships between spatial objects and fact ta-

ble and between spatial objects and metadata class is constantly exploited,

what is rather unusual for classical OLAP tools.

Furthermore a second problem, related to the spatial domain of the

data, have to be faced. As said, spatial data warehouses were created to

address the need to manage data geographical data formats. However, in

the SS&C data model some spatial information are managed by using the

latitude and longitude coordinates in double precision fields, while in table

target by using a field of type geometry. The use of SOLAP technologies re-

quires a homogeneous space domain management (all the attributes need

to be described in the same way). Consequently, a massive work of data

conversion to make stored data compatible with the formats managed by

these tools must be performed.

Moreover, OLAP/SOLAP technologies are used today to perform an in-

depth analysis of the data to extract reports and statistics. This usage is

not the aim of the MDR module which is not designed to extract aggregate

information (such as averages, variances and percentages) but rather to

extract specific information. For all these reasons and for the complexity

and the domain specificity of the data structure that must be dealt with, an

ad-hoc module for the SMAT project has been built, excluding the possibility
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to adapt and use multidimensional technologies on the market.

Constraints imposed by the operator through the graphical interface

are used to query the multidimensional model. Like in Query by Exam-

ple (QBE) [18], the graphical user interface is a tool for writing queries.

QBE allow users to write queries through the creation of example cases on

the screen. In the classical QBE, queries are generated by placing con-

stants and variables into individual attributes of the database tables and

thereby creating an example tuple of the hypothetical query result. Joins

are accomplished in classical QBE by using the same variable in multiple

locations [19]. The tabular interface provides the expressive power of rela-

tional calculus (and more) in a user friendly form.

On the contrary, the MDR module uses a graphical user interface (de-

scribed in the chapter 5) to collect the conditions imposed by the user. The

graphical interface aims to facilitate the user’s activities, enabling the op-

erator to express her/his needs without having any knowledge of the data

model structure. In fact the operator does not directly specify join conditions

between the dimension tables of the model. Fortunately, joins identification

is simplified because in a star schema all the joins involve always the fact

table and the dimension tables. Constraints are passed as parameters to

an abstract high-level language that, together with a compiler (described in

the following section), fully managed the task of writing queries.

2.5 Abstract Specification Language

The operator is not supposed to be an expert of SQL [20] and database

languages. Therefore the MDR module provides her/him a high-level lan-

guage here described.

2.5.1 Conditions

The subject-oriented research for spatial objects is guided by conditions in-

troduced by the operator on the dimensions of the multidimensional data

model. Eight different independent conditions have been identified as the

conditions that the user can use to retrieve metadata and their spatial loca-

tion. They are:

1. Mission
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2. UAV

3. Sensor

4. Airport

5. Target

6. Spatial area

7. Mission Execution time

8. Metadata time

The user can shows the eight search conditions through a graphical

user interface that allows her/him to select any combination of conditions

values for the identification of the interesting spatial objects. In Figure 2.5

the layout of the selection page is presented. When a user clicks on a

coloured sector she/he can choose the desired values for the correspond-

ing condition, i.e. she/he can specify a constraint of the form:

Attribute Operator Value

Attribute is an attribute of a table in the SMAT data model (as e.g. the

attribute Mission that the user can select by clicking on the blue sector

of figure 2.5 corresponds to the attribute MissionID of the Mission table)

Operator can be ”=”, ”<”, ”>”, ”≤”, ”≥”; Value can be selected by the users

that, through a combobox, can show the data already saved in the database

for the corresponding attribute (figure: 2.6).

The operator queries the system by specifying constraints on search

conditions. If a search condition is not constrained, any possible value is

admissible.

In the following, the meaning of each dimensions condition is discussed

in more detail.

The Mission is the primary objective of the entire SS&C infrastructure.

In the SS&C database spatial objects exist only if they are referenced by a

mission. In other words, the mission is the elementary container of facts of

interest in the database. The operator can impose a constraint on this con-

dition in order to find information about the spatial objects associated with

the mission, namely Targets, Airports, RouteWaypoints and FlownPoints.
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Figure 2.5: Layout of the selection page

The operator imposes conditions on this dimension by specifying the iden-

tifier of the mission (missionID).

The UAV search condition refers to the UAV employed in the missions.

During mission planning activity, for each UAV involved in the mission a

plan called MissionPlanUAV is defined. The MissionPlanUAV contains the

details of the mission for a single UAV. Each individual MissionPlanUAV

contributes to the overall mission. The operator imposes constraint on the

UAV condition by either selecting a specific UAV, by specifying its identifier

(uavID) or by selecting the UAV type. If the operator selects the uavID,

she/he is automatically selecting a UAV type. Conversely, if the operator

selects the type she/he can refine her/his choice by selecting a uavID.

The Sensor condition refers to the sensors employed during missions

as the equipment of various UAVs. The operator can be interested in the

retrieval of all spatial objects that have been monitored by a specific sen-

sor (with a particular SensorID) or by a particular typology of sensor. The

operator can make her/his choice in a similar way to what happens for the
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Figure 2.6: Example of the selection of Mission condition

UAV dimension.

The Airport search condition refers to the airports involved during some

of the mission tasks. The operator can specify a constraint on the object

airport by specification of the airport identifier (airportID).

The Target refers to the spatial objects monitored during the missions.

The operator can impose a constraint on the target by specification of the

target identifier (targetID).

The Time condition is expressed using both Mission execution time and

Metadata time. The first one refers to the time of execution of missions, the

second one refers to the insert time of the metadata in the SS&C database.

This is useful to retrieve metadata already available in the database. The

operator imposes constraints on these search conditions by specifying a

single date or, alternatively, a time interval.

The Spatial Area can be used to retrieve all spatial objects monitored

by missions in a given area. The operator can impose a constraint on a

specific area using the pair of the spatial coordinates (latitude, longitude) of

the opposite vertices of the area. This area is called the bounding box.

2.5.2 Specification of the Spatial Object Type

After constraints selection users can specify the spatial object types of in-

terest for them. This specification requires that the spatial objects that will

be retrieved will satisfy all the dimensions conditions of section 2.5.1 and
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will belong to the specified type. Figure 2.7 shows the input page in which

the user can specify the spatial objects types: Rwaypoint, Flownpoint, Air-

port and Target.

Figure 2.7: The specification of the spatial object types

Therefore, the meaning of the composed query is the following:

Select the metadata associated to specified spatial object

types which are involved in the missions satisfying all the

constraints.

When many search conditions are specified by selecting a value, all

constraints are evaluated at the same time. Consequently, only the mis-

sions that fulfil all the constraints are considered and the involved spatial

objects, belonging to the specified type, with the related metadata will be

returned.

To better explain the meaning of the possible queries that the operator

can make to the system, some examples are reported here:

• Query example 1: Select the metadata associated to any Target in-

volved in the mission identified by MissionID=1. The query asks the

system to retrieve the metadata associated to the targets monitored

by mission identified by MissionID=1.

• Query example 2: Select the metadata associated to any Target in-

volved in the mission identified by MissionID=1 AND that involve Air-

port name=Levaldigi. The query asks the system to retrieve the meta-

data associated to the targets monitored by mission identified by Mis-
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sionID=1 provided that that mission involves (in some of its tasks) the

airport Levaldigi.

• Query example 3: Select the metadata associated to any Target,

Airport, Rwaypoint involved in the missions having UAVType=α AND

SensorType=β AND Mission Execution Time included in the interval

(12/02/2010-20/02/2010). The query asks the system to retrieve the

metadata associated to the targets, airports and rwaypoints involved

in any mission executed in a time period included in the time interval

specified (interval extremes included), by UAV of type α, equipped by

a sensor of type β.

• Query example 4: Select the metadata associated to any Target, Air-

port, Rwaypoint, Flownpoint involved in the missions where the date

of storage of the metadata is included in the interval (02/01/2010-

30/06/2010). The query asks the system to retrieve the metadata

whose insert date in the system is included in the specified interval

(interval extremes included). Notice that in this query no constraint

is specified for the missions. As a consequence, the metadata as-

sociated to the spatial objects in any mission are considered by the

query. Returned metadata are relative to targets, airports, rwaypoints

and flownpoints.

2.6 MDR Compiler

The specification of the spatial objects for which the operator might be in-

terested to search metadata stored in the database or available on the Web

is not easy for the users, who do not have specific knowledge on query lan-

guages like SQL. Furthermore, the query on spatial objects might require

many dimensions. Nevertheless, it is even harder to translate each spatial

specification from the user into the set of corresponding low level queries

for the relational schema of the data model (see figure: 2.2). In partic-

ular, the identification of the spatial objects that satisfy all the specified

constraints and the retrieval of the corresponding metadata are complex

problems which are hard to solve in an efficient manner. As a conclusion,

in order to be able to translate the constrained query given in input by the

user into a set of elementary queries it is necessary to create a sort of
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compiler that is able to generate in a smart and efficient way the elemen-

tary queries.

A compiler [21] is a computer program (or set of programs) that trans-

forms an executable program in one language (source language) into an

executable program in another language (target language). In this case the

source language is an abstract high-level language specification given by

the user from the graphical user interface on the multidimensional spatial

data model and the target language is SQL [20]. Most notably, the abstract

specification language considers the different input conditions, represented

by the constraints selected by the users on the dimensions, and outputs a

set of SQL queries that can be executed on the SS&C database. It is well

known that the compilation process is usually partitioned into a series of

steps that are generally grouped into two phases: front-end and back-end.

What is done, in this case, is a sort of back-end phase. In fact the graphical

user interface allows users to specify, when defining constraints, only the

values already stored in the database (proposed to the operator through

comboboxes) or suggested using tunnelly-strategy widgets [22] (calendar

and map). In this way the operator can not enter incorrect values. For

this reason, the first four steps of the compilation process, namely Lexi-

cal Analysis, Syntax Analysis, Semantic Analysis and Intermediate Code

Generation, can be avoided. In the classical compilers literature the back-

end phase include the Optimization and the Object Code Generation step.

The optimization process is used to improve the intermediate code to make

it run faster and/or use less memory while the Object Code Generation

translates the intermediate code into object code, allocating memory for

data and selecting registers. In this case, optimization is the process that,

according to the input conditions passed by the operator, selects the ap-

propriate tables for join operations in order to determine a set of spatial

objects that can be used to retrieve metadata and coordinates. The Object

code generation is, instead, the process that generates query statements

as strings of SQL code which incorporate the logic of the optimization pro-

cess. Queries are executed through the use of the Java Database Con-

nectivity (JDBC) technology [23] that allow establishing a connection with

the relational database of SMAT, accessing any tables, sending SQL state-

ments and processing the results. It is obvious that the build process that

will be described overlaps the Java [24] and SQL compiling processes.
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2.6.1 MDR Back-end Phase

The objective of the MDR module is not to query facts of the Mission Facts

table but to identify a set of spatial objects, linked to these facts, from which

the spatial coordinates and metadata associated with those locations can

be obtained. Therefore, the optimization process of the MDR module aims

to:

1. identify mission facts that meet the conditions imposed

2. identify spatial objects based on these facts

3. identify metadata associated with these spatial objects

Moreover, in the optimization process the number of paths (corresponding

to common conditions on the data model entities) that the compiler code

needs to consider, has been reduced as much as possible . This reduction

is performed in order to generate in a smart and efficient way the queries

to the database.

The Code Generation process follows the Optimization process and

complete the back-end phase. The Code generation process of MDR gen-

erates low-level queries to the tables of the spatial objects identified during

the optimization step and to the metadata table.

The system operator does not know a priori which dimensions she/he

must use to identify facts. User can indicate constraints as filter conditions

that reflect her/his particular needs but in general she/he is not required

to know the data model structure and the multidimensional model of data,

described in figure 2.4. The MDR compiler must transform user queries to

an equivalent efficient query that can be executed in the relational database

of SMAT. This process is described using the relational algebra [25], as

usual for the relational database technology, and two additional operators

that are useful in a concise form the queries: � and
∏

. To describe these

operators some notation must be introduced.

Let Ci (i = 1..8) be the set of constraints specified by the user and Dj

(j = 1..5) the set of dimensions of the Mission Facts table represented in

figure: 2.4. With the exception of the ”Insert Date” attribute of table Meta-

data table, constraints are expressed by the operator using attributes of the

dimension tables. In fact, as already noticed, the constraints are expressed
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in the form: A op v where A is the name of an attribute of one of the dimen-

sion tables (”missionID” is an attribute of the dimension table Mission (D1),

”UavID” is an attribute of the dimension table UAV (D3)), op is a comparison

operator (=, 6=,>,≤,<,≥) and v is the value selected by the operator.

We say that Di � Ci if exists a tuple t of Di that satisfies the formula

(A op v ), i.e. (∃t ∈ Di|t.A op v ). For example, dimension Mission satisfies

condition missionID=3 if exists at least one tuple t in Mission for which

t.missionID=3 is true. This mapping is given by the data model structure

and it is what allows the operator to specify the query condition without

knowing the details of the database tables.

The second operator introduced is:
∏

. This operator indicates a recur-

sive join operation on the indicated relations. Let Rk a generic entity of the

data model, we define
∏

as:






∏k=n
k=1 Rk = R1 ⋊⋉

∏k=n
k=2 Rk

∏k=n
k=nRk = Rn

The aim of the optimization process is to find a set of spatial objects Oi

as a result of a selection operation:

σcondition(s)(sourcetable)

Obviously the set Ot is not empty if and only if at least one instance of

the Mission Facts table (F ), satisfies given conditions, i.e. Ot 6= ∅ iff

∃t ∈ F |t.F � conditions. Using � operator, conditions are mapped to di-

mensions. Thus when an instance of F that satisfies input conditions is

searched, the meaning is that tuples from Mission Facts that satisfy dimen-

sions corresponding to imposed conditions are selected, i.e. ∃t ∈ F |t.F ⋊⋉

Dj � Ci.

To extract a set of facts the recursive operator, introduced earlier, is

used:

SelectedFacts = σ(Dj�Ci)(
∏

j

F ⋊⋉ Dj)

SelectedFacts is used to extract the spatial objects related to these

facts:

SelectedSpatialObjects =
∏

l

SelectedFacts ⋊⋉ Ol
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where (Ol 6= Dj) to exclude the case in which spatial objects and spatial

dimensions are the same. This happens for the dimension Airport (D4) and

for the dimension Target (D5). If the user selects a constraint on the airport

dimension and then requires the airport spatial object type, the compiler

returns metadata only for the selected airport. The same is for the target

dimension. In both cases it is not necessary to perform the recursive join

with these object types, since they have been considered in the previous

operation that extracts the SelectedFacts set.

Spatial objects (in SelectedSpatialObjects) belong to the Virtual Spatial

Object class in figure: 2.4. They have geographical coordinates and are

related to the Metadata table with a 1-n relationship that can be exploited

to extract metadata from the system database using:

SelectedMetadata = SelectedSpatialObjects ⋊⋉ Metadata

Figure 2.8 shows the various stages of the optimization process and

how spatial objects can be used to search and retrieve metadata. The

retrieval activity uses SelectedMetadata to produce a set of metadataIDs

already stored in the system database as a consequence of previous re-

searches. It is called the ”Retrieval Process”. It retrieves metadata from

the historical database. Particularly, this process is used to extract the file-

name, the filepath and the insert date of each metadata of the set. These

information are used in the Metadata Management activity that will be de-

scribed in chapter 4. At the same time spatial objects can be used as inputs

for the ”Metadata research by spatial query” activity. This activity involves a

Web Search Process that searches metadata on Internet resources. This

process will be described in detail in next chapter.

Compiler Pseudo-code

The pseudo-code of the algorithm is reported as Algorithm 1 : Compiler.

Compiler takes as input the following parameters:

• the set of input conditions selected by the operator (Constraints),

• the spatial objects types (Objects) in which the operator is interested

in,
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Facts extraction
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Metadata extraction

SelectedMetadata
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Figure 2.8: MDR optimization process

• the set of tables extracted from the data model (TableSet) that relates

dimensions, objects and metadata.

The algorithm returns:

• a set of metadataID (MetadataSet) and

• a set of spatial coordinates (CoordinatesSet) for each spatial object

of the type specified in the input parameters of the algorithm.

Compiler uses different functions:

• DbQueryGeneration that takes in input a spatial object type and re-

turn a basic query statement to extract metadataIDs for the spatial

objects belonging to the type passed in input. DbQueryGeneration

uses one of the following pair of tables: MetadataAirport and Airport

or MetadataTarget and Target or MetadataFlownPoint and FlownPoint

or MetadataRwaypoints and Rwaypoints. The choice of the appropri-

ate pair, between the four mentioned, is made with reference to the

type of spatial object passed in input to the function. For example,
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Algorithm 1 Compiler(Constraints,Objects, TableSet)
1: dimensionSet ← ∅
2: for all object o ∈ Objects do

3: DbQuery=DbQueryGeneration(o)
4: SpatialQuery=SpatialQueryGeneration(o)
5: for all condition c ∈ Constraints do

6: Fetch dimension d that satisfies c
7: dimensionSet ← dimensionSet ∪ dimension d
8: end for

9: for all dimension d ∈ dimensionSet do

10: Fetch table t ∈ TableSet that represents d
11: if (d 6= o3) ||(d 6= o4) then

12: DbQuery = DbQuery.addFROM(t)
13: DbQuery = DbQuery.addWHERE(t)
14: SpatialQuery = SpatialQuery.addFROM(t)
15: SpatialQuery = SpatialQuery.addWHERE(t)
16: end if

17: end for

18: for all condition c ∈ Constraints do

19: DbQuery = DbQuery.addConstraint(c)
20: SpatialQuery = SpatialQuery.addConstraint(c)
21: end for

22: MetadataSet=LaunchQuery(DbQuery)

23: CoordinatesSet=LaunchQuery(SpatialQuery)

24: end for

25: return MetadataSets, CoordinatesSets

if the operator requires all the metadata for the spatial object type

”rwaypoint”, the pair of tables MetadataRwaypoints and Rwaypoints

will be used in the statement generation. If the operator requires all

metadata for the spatial object type ”airport” the pair MetadataAirport

and MetadataAirport will be used, etc.

The general structure of the statement returned by the function is:

SELECT metadataID FROM tablelist WHERE conditions

tablelist contains one of the four mentioned pairs, selected using the

input spatial object type, while conditions are join over the primary

keys of tables in tablelist (as for example: MetadataRwaypoints.Rway-

pointID =Rwaypoints.RWaypointID)
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• SpatialQueryGeneration that takes in input a spatial object type and

returns a basic query statement to extract the identifiers and the ge-

ographical coordinates of the spatial objects belonging to the type

passed in input. The general structure of the statement is:

SELECT objectID, geographical coordinates FROM tablelist WHERE

conditions

tablelist contains the object table and additional tables that relates ob-

ject and MissionPlanUAV table (see fig:2.2). In fact, MissionPlanUAV

table allows joining the different tables of the database representing

the dimensions of the multidimensional model. conditions are join

over the primary keys of tables in tablelist. For example, if the oper-

ator is interested on metadata for the spatial object type ”rwaypoint”,

tablelist must include the following tables: MissionPlanUAV, WpOrder

and RWaypoints. conditions includes join over the primary keys of:

MissionPlanUAV and WpOrder, and WpOrder and RWaypoints.

Notice that tables included in tablelist are selected to reduce the num-

ber of join conditions in conditions.

• addFROM that takes in input a table t and adds this table to the tablelist

of the basic query generated using one of the above functions.

• addWHERE that takes in input a table t and uses its attributes to add

join conditions in the WHERE conditions. Joins are performed over

the primary keys of the table in tablelist ∪ t.

• addConstraint that takes in input a constraint c and add it to the

WHERE clause of the statement, in order to complete it.

• LaunchQuery that takes in input a query statement, executes it and

returns results.

For each element in Objects set, Compiler calls two functions: DbQuery-

Generation and SpatialQueryGeneration (lines:3-4) to produce two basic

queries: DbQuery and SpatialQuery. DbQuery is a SELECT statement for

metadataIDs retrieval, SpatialQuery is a SELECT statement for spatial co-

ordinates retrieval. Both SELECT statements are basic statements. In fact,
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they should be refined in order to take into account the constraints imposed

by the user. The queries refinement process involves the identification of

the dimensions that satisfy input conditions (lines:5-8) and the detection of

tables that represent those dimensions (line:10). If dimensions differ from

spatial object types (line:11), i.e. dimensions differs from Airport (o3) and

Target (o4), these tables should be added to the basic queries in the FROM

clause (line:12,14), while their attributes are used to create join conditions

to be added in WHERE clause (line:13,15).In the opposite case, the tables

representing these dimensions were already included in the basic state-

ments and therefore should not be added. Queries are then completed

using input constraints. Constraints are added to the WHERE clause of

each statement (lines:19-20). Completed queries are executed (lines:22-

23) and outputs a set of metadata (MetadataSet) and a set of geographical

coordinates (CoordinatesSet).

2.6.2 Computational Cost of DBQuery and SpatialQuery

The computational cost of Compiler is directly proportional to the product

of the number of dimensions involved in the multi-dimensional problem and

the number of object types selected by the operator. As already said, the

join conditions between dimensions and fact table allows to identify spatial

object and related coordinates, while join conditions between spatial object

tables and metadata table allow retrieving metadata information.

Given the generic dimension di, the computational cost of the join con-

dition between the dimension and the fact table is: O(N · log(Ni)) where

N is the number of tuples in the fact table and Ni is the number of tuples

in the dimension table. If the query performed by the operator includes

different dimensions, the computational cost will be the sum of each singu-

lar computational cost related to a given dimension. In the worst case, all

the dimensions are used to query the fact table. In this case the computa-

tional cost will be O(d ·N · log(Nk)) where k is the generic k − th condition

(k = 1..5).

Given the set S of spatial objects returned by the SpatialQuery, each ob-

ject is used to retrieve a set of metadataID through the DbQuery. DbQuery

queries the metadata table using as join conditions the identifier of each

spatial object. Similarly to DbQuery, in the SpatialQuery the computational

cost is O(S ·M · log(Mj)) where M is the number of tuples in metadata
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table and Mj is the number of tuples in the table that represent the j − th

object in the set S.

DbQuery and SpatialQuery cost, therefore, a total of:

O(d ·N · log(Nk) + S ·M · log(Mj))

2.6.3 MDR Tester

The set of constraints the user specifies in her/his query is not available

a priori but is known only at run-time. This set can includes from one to

eight conditions according to user specific needs. The number of possi-

ble combinations is exponentially large (there are 28 possible combinations

of constraints combined with 24 spatial object types) and for this reason

it is not possible to manually test Compiler. To solve testing problem, an

automatic procedure that generated all possible combinations of input con-

ditions and produces queries statements for all types of spatial object, is

produced. This procedure is called: Tester.

Tester exploits the multidimensional structure of data to infer the pos-

sible tables to be joined. In particular, database tables are organized in

different data structures (hashtables and matrix) to allow the generation of

queries in accordance with the user-specifics. The main activity of Tester

is therefore data recovery from these structures. The Tester exploits only

input conditions and spatial object types to generate query statements.

Spatial Objects Exploitation

As Compiler, Tester produces two basic queries for each spatial object:

Dbquery and SpatialQuery. However, these queries differ from the ba-

sic queries generated by Compiler because they do not include yet the

WHERE condition. The general structure of the statements for Dbquery is:

SELECT metadataID FROM tablelist

and for SpatialQuery is:

SELECT objectID, geographical coordinates FROM tablelist

Tester produces basic queries using two hashtables for each type of

query (Dbquery and SpatialQuery). The first hashtable, named basicSelect,
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contains the attributes that must be added in SELECT clause. The second

one, named basicFrom, contains the table names that must be added in

FROM clause. Spatial object types, of interest for the user, are keys of both

hashtables. Figure 2.9, shows the process of SpatialQuery generation for

object Airport.

Figure 2.9: Basic SpatialQuery generation for spatial object Airport

The object type (A) is used to get the values corresponding to the se-

lected key in two hashtables: basicSelect and basicFrom. In basicSelect

the value contains the identifier and the geographical coordinates for the

objects whose type is given by the hash key. These ones will be the fields

to be inserted in the SELECT clause. In basicFrom the value contains the

list of tables involved in the retrieval of the spatial objects whose type is

given by the key. Obtained values are used to construct the statement:

SELECT ID, coordinates FROM tablelist

The same applies to the construction of a basic SpatialQuery for all other

object types and for the construction of DBQuerys.

Generated queries must be completed with a WHERE clause that re-

flects user needs. This process uses the eight constraints that the operator
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can specify on the dimensions using the GUI and two additional data struc-

tures: a matrix and a hashtable.

Input Conditions Exploitation

To manage user input conditions, a hashtable and a matrix structure are

defined. Each of the eight input conditions, selectable by the operator, is

represented by a key. Keys allows finding the corresponding values stored

in a hashtable structure. Values are SMAT data model tables that are used

to complete FROM clause of both basic queries.

Tables in FROM clause, after completion process, are used to explore

the matrix structure. This structure stores the join conditions between pairs

of tables in the data model. Join conditions extracted from the matrix struc-

ture are used to insert the WHERE clause.

Figure 2.10, schematically shows the process of a query completion.

The Basic query (SpatialQuery or DbQuery), in this figure, contains in

the FROM clause a tablelist to be compiled using the operator-specifics.

This process is performed using the set of tables extracted from the In-

putHashtable. The TableSet is, then, obtained by combining all the tables

in tablelist with the values obtained by the hashtable using the Input con-

ditions. Furthermore, TableSet is used to extract join conditions from the

matrix WHEREmatrix. The set of join conditions retrieved from WHERE-

matrix completes the query statement and produces the Final query.

Tester requires a preliminary activity: the organization of the data model

tables in the mentioned structures. This activity is not present in the pseu-

docode of the Algorithm 2 : Tester.

Tester takes in input:

• the set of input conditions selected by the operator (Constraints),

• the spatial objects types (Objects) in which the operator is interested

in,

The algorithm returns:

• a set of metadataID (MetadataSet) and

• a set of spatial coordinates (CoordinatesSet) for each spatial object

of the type specified in the input parameters of the algorithm.
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Figure 2.10: Query completion using input conditions

Like in Compiler, it uses different functions:

• DbQueryGenerationTester and SpatialQueryGenerationTester that

take in input a spatial object type and produce basic queries. Basic

queries generated with these functions differ from basic query gen-

erated with DbQueryGeneration and SpatialQueryGeneration be-

cause they are incomplete: WHERE clause is missing.

• getValue that takes in input a constraint, maps the condition to a key

of the InputHashTable and get the corresponding value

• getConditions that takes in input the set of table (TableSet), repre-

sents each table with a numeric values, generates all combinations

of two elements (without repetition) of the numeric values and uses

the pairs so generated to extract the elements in WHEREmatrix. For

example, from (i,j) pair, this function selects the element in the i-th row

and j-th column of WHEREmatrix.

• addFROM, addWHERE, addConstraint and LaunchQuery have already
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Algorithm 2 Tester(Constraints,Objects)
1: TableSet ← ∅
2: ConditionSet ← ∅
3: for all object o ∈ Objects do

4: DbQuery=DbQueryGenerationTester(o)
5: SpatialQuery=SpatialQueryGenerationTester(o)
6: for all condition c ∈ Constraints do

7: tables =InputHashTable.getValue(c)
8: TableSet ← TableSet ∪ tables

9: end for

10: ConditionSet = WHEREmatrix.getConditions(TableSet)

11: for all element e ∈ TableSet do

12: DbQuery = DbQuery.addFROM(e)
13: SpatialQuery = SpatialQuery.addFROM(e)
14: end for

15: for all constraint con ∈ ConditionSet do

16: DbQuery = DbQuery.addWHERE(con)
17: SpatialQuery = SpatialQuery.addWHERE(con)
18: end for

19: for all condition c ∈ Constraints do

20: DbQuery = DbQuery.addConstraint(c)
21: SpatialQuery = SpatialQuery.addConstraint(c)
22: end for

23: MetadataSet=LaunchQuery(DbQuery)

24: CoordinatesSet=LaunchQuery(SpatialQuery)

25: end for

26: return MetadataSets, CoordinatesSets

been described for algorithm 1. For this reason, a redundant descrip-

tion is avoided.

The algorithm requires the prior definition of the structures to be ex-

plored. This makes the algorithm very general and adaptable to other uses

other than the purpose for which it was designed. In fact, changing the

values in the hashtables and in the WHEREmatrix, it is easily adaptable to

other data models. However, the queries made by means of the abstract

specification language for the SMAT database have a precise semantics in

virtue of the star schema on which they work. In fact, in a star schema the

joins on the dimensions involve always the fact table as relationship to be

exploited. If the user wants to retrieve information about a particular target,

the query that she/he makes has only one meaning: ”identify all the meta-
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data and geographical coordinates of target that satisfy given constraints”.

2.7 Summary

This chapter has provided background knowledge of data warehousing

tools, multidimensional data representation and multidimensional data man-

agement. Related works in the context of spatial domain are also pre-

sented. Afterwards, the SMAT multidimensional data model and the differ-

ent dimensions of the model have been discussed in details. The multidi-

mensional data model introduced is a way to query and to describe meta-

data associated with spatial objects involved in different missions. The an-

notations, obtained through a Web search process presented in chapter

3, are stored in the system database as instances of the metadata class.

The constraints imposed on the dimensions of the SMAT multidimensional

model are then used to find and analyze metadata associated with spa-

tial objects. An abstract specification language that allows the operator,

through a graphical user interface, to select conditions and the spatial ob-

jects types of interest has been introduced. Subsequently, an algorithm

able to translate the constrained query given in input by the user into a set of

elementary queries has been provided. The algorithm is called Compiler.

Given that, the number of possible combination of selectable conditions

and of selectable types of spatial objects is exponentially large, an auto-

matic procedure for testing the algorithm is proposed. This procedure is

called Tester. For both algorithms, the pseudo code is provided.

The next chapter gives an overview of the concepts of Spatial Data In-

frastructure (SDI), Service Oriented Architecture (SOA), Geospatial Web

services, semantic Web and social metadata. Afterwards, the SOA archi-

tecture of SMAT-F1 and the process of metadata search on the Web are

introduced.
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Metadata Research

Today the Web is not only used for document searching but also for the

provision and use of services, known as Web services [26], which return

dynamically changing data. In the spatial domain, Web and Web services

are fundamentals source of information since they provide large spatial

datasets available on real-time and different services for data sharing. This

has motivated several researches into the fields of Spatial Data Infrastruc-

ture (SDI) [27], Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) [28], data standards,

Geospatial Web services, semantic Web and social metadata. In this chap-

ter the background for all these topics, the SOA architecture of SMAT-F1

and the process of metadata search on the Web are provided.

3.1 Background

3.1.1 Spatial Data Infrastructure

The term ”Spatial Data Infrastructure” (SDI) is used to denote the relevant

base collection of technologies, policies and institutional arrangements that

facilitate the availability and the access to spatial data. In fact, Spatial Data

Infrastructures provides different tools for the discovery, the evaluation and

the application of the geographical information. Generally, a SDI hosts:

• geographical content (data and services);

• sufficient description of this content (metadata);

• effective methods to discover and evaluate this content (data cata-

logues);
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• software tools and services to visualize the data and to support spe-

cific application domains.

SDIs can be realized at local, regional, national and international levels.

A global survey of regional, national and international SDIs can be found

in: [29]. Data users and providers can belongs to the commercial sector,

the non-profit sector, all levels of government or can be simply citizens. To

make an SDI functional, it must also include the organisational agreements

needed to coordinate and administer it [27]. Today the most prominent ex-

amples of SDI programs at national/international level are driven by the gov-

ernment. This is the case of the INSPIRE initiative [30] in Europe, the NSDI

in USA [31], the Australia’s ASDI [32] and the South Africa’s NSIF [33]. Due

to the size of the organizations, one of the principles of SDIs agreements

is that data and metadata are not managed centrally, but managed by the

data provider/owner. Organisational programs are often produced thought

a consensus process that involves all nations. These agreements take usu-

ally the form of directive that SDI’s partner must follows.

Looking at the architectural aspect of the SDIs it can be observed that

they are interoperability infrastructures for the spatial data [34]. Interoper-

ability is the ability, by which different applications that use different lan-

guages or concepts can talk to each other. Various systems and software

architectures have been developed to enable interoperability between appli-

cations that have been written in different programming languages, that are

located in different places and that reside on different hardware platforms.

Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) which is designed to implement inter-

operability is the most popular and widespread software architecture [34].

Service-Oriented Architecture

SOA is an architectural model for building systems that focuses on the con-

cept of service. A system built using the SOA philosophy consists of well-

defined and independent services that reside on multiple processors within

a network (e.g. the internal network of a company, a network between mul-

tiple companies or Internet). Each service provides certain functionalities

and can use other services made available, creating applications of greater

complexity. The abstraction of SOA is not tied to any specific technology,

but simply defines some properties, oriented to reuse and integration in a
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heterogeneous environment. Each service must be defined by an inter-

face which is independent from the service implementation. It must there-

fore be defined in terms of its operations, regardless of the methods and

technologies used to implement the operations. This makes the service

platform- and operating system- independent. From the users’ perspective,

a SOA setting is an open and interoperable environment, which is based

on reusability and standardized components. Basically a SOA creates an

infrastructure for application development. Furthermore, this architecture

allows to increment interoperability between services and the system ex-

tensibility [35]. The most prominent technology that implements the SOA

architectural approach today is Web services [36]: self describing, self con-

tained application that can be published and invoked over the Web [37].

Web services make services available on a network using technologies

such as XML [38] and HTTP [39]. They are orchestrated together by means

of standard communication protocols, Web Service Description Language

(WSDL) [40], Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) [41] and Universal

Description Discovery and Integration (UDDI) [42].

• SOAP

Web Services communicate with SOAP messages, i.e. XML docu-

ments that can contain some or all the following elements: an En-

velope, that specifies that the XML document is a SOAP message

and encloses the message itself, a Header that contains information

about the message (e.g. the date the message was sent, authenti-

cation data, etc.), a Body that includes the message payload and a

Fault that carries information about a client or server error within a

SOAP message.

• WSDL

The Web Service Definition Language describes in XML format how

to interpret the messages, how to contact the Web service and the

protocols to use. A WSDL file includes: a Port type that defines the

operations provided by the Web service and the involved messages,

a Port that defines a communication port, a Message that describes

the names and the format of messages supported by the service,

a Type that defines the data types used by the service for sending

messages between the client and the server, a Binding that defines
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the communication protocols and a Service that specifies the address

(URL) [43] for accessing the service.

• UDDI

The Universal Description Discovery and Integration provides an in-

formation repository and query service for web services. UDDI is the

domain-independent standard method allowing publishing and dis-

covering information about Web services.

In recent years, there has been a growing diffusion of Web Services

based on Representational State Transfer (REST) [44] architecture. This

architectural style was developed in parallel with the HTTP/1.1 protocol.

A RESTful web service (also called a RESTful web API) is a simple web

service implemented using HTTP and the principles of REST. A REST web

service requires the following constraints:

1. Interfaces are limited to HTTP.

2. The set of operations supported by Web services are defined by the

HTTP methods: GET, DELETE, POST and PUT.

3. Messages can be encoded with URL encoding.

4. Service and service providers must be resources while a consumer

can be a resource.

REST web services require little infrastructure support apart from standard

HTTP and XML processing technologies, which are now well supported by

most programming languages and platforms.

The benefits of using Web services is that the user does not need to

know how the services are built, but she/he only needs to know how to

access them [35]. Furthermore web services are versatile. They can be

accessed via a Web-based client interface, or by other applications and

other Web services. In additions web services may be re-used, i.e. they

might be utilized by several clients, that employ the operations provided by

the Web services to fulfil different objectives.

3.1.2 Geospatial Web Services

Geospatial Web Services (GWS) technologies are used to manage, ana-

lyze and distribute spatial information [45]. GWS permit users to access,
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exchange, deliver and process geospatial data and products on the Web,

no matter the platform or protocol. The standards proposed by the Open

Geospatial Consortium (OGC) [46] form a solid basis for developing GWS.

The Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC) is an international voluntary

consensus standards organization, originated in 1994. In the OGC, more

than 400 commercial, governmental, non-profit and research organizations

worldwide collaborate in a consensus process encouraging development

and implementation of open standards for geospatial interoperability. To

serve online geo-data and geo-processing capabilities, the OGC has in-

troduced specifications for geospatial web services, such as Web Map Ser-

vice (WMS) [47], Web Feature Service (WFS) [48], Web Coverage Services

(WCS) [49], Geography Markup Language (GML) [50] and Keyhole Markup

Language (KML) [51]. Most of them were used in the metadata retrieval

and search (MDR) module. It is reported here, also a brief description of

the Sensor Web Enablement (SWE) [52], a suite of different specific aim of

providing all the tools needed to exploit the capabilities and potential of a

sensor network. However, it must be underlined that in the project SMAT

each UAS does not implement the communication with SS&C using SWE.

This decision is due to the high volume of exchanged data and the require-

ments of near real-time response of the SS&C to mission events. As a

consequence, SS&C does not implement Web services related to sensor

activity and does not use directly the SWE specifications.

WMS

This OGC specification defines the interactions between client and server

applications for the delivery of georeferenced map over HTTP. WMS pro-

vides different functions such as: GetCapabilities that allows to negotiate

the protocol level for the client-server communication, GetMap that allows

to obtain a map (typically in PNG, GIF or JPEG image format) specifying

layers to display, styles, the spatial area to be displayed, image size and

background colour. It supports different file formats: raster data, vector data

and Google Earth data. GetFeatureInfo is useful to discover which object

is placed in a given location point and its spatial properties. WMS opera-

tions are invoked by submitting requests in the form of Uniform Resource

Locators (URLs). The content of these URLs depends on the operations

and the parameters of the requests.
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WFS

This service offers a direct fine-grained access to the geographical infor-

mation at the feature level. It allows the user to manipulate and retrieve

features from a map, find a feature definition (feature proper name and

type) and lock features to prevent modification. WFS allows client to only

retrieve or modify the data that is needed rather than retrieving the content

of an entire file. It operates at a level of source code of the geographical

information. In WFS, objects are called spatial WFS Features. They have

an identifier, one or more geometry types and attributes (Simple Features).

WFS provides a GetCapabilities function analogous to the GetCapabilities

in WMS, a DescribeFeatureType function that describes the FeatureType

structure and a GetFeature function that extracts features of one or more

FeatureTypes. In addition it optionally carries out transactional operations

on features like insertions, updates and deletions. It returns original geo-

graphical data semantics in Geography Markup Language (GML) [50].

WCS

This service defines a standard interface and operations that enable in-

teroperable access to geospatial objects covering a geographical area or

coverage (GetCoverage). It uses parameters directly related to the spatial

and/or temporal dimensions of coverage. Furthermore this service shall

implement the DescribeCoverge operation, in order to get the coverage de-

scriptive information.

GML

This is an XML standard language defined by OGC. It is used to exchange

and store the descriptive and geometric properties of geo-referenced data.

Put simply, it can be expressed by a tag, a line representing a highway

or a polygon representing a building. It is an encoding language of the

responses provided by WMS, WFS and WFS-G [53]. Certain parts of the

schema (Filter) are also used to set filters in the requests of WFS services.

It is the standard format for Spatial Data Infrastructures (SDI).
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KML

KML is largely inspired by GML. The difference is that GML is a pure data

description language, leaving styling to SLDs and context documents. KML

merges both data and portrayal instructions into a single file. KML is an

XML grammar used to visualize geographical data in an earth browser,

such as a 3D virtual globe and 2D web browser or mobile mapping applica-

tions. By means of KML, users are allowed to use both a set of predefined

tags, proper of KML, or to define custom tags as the attributes of the ob-

jects. Once described, the objects can be uniformly interpreted. This is an

opportunity for the annotation of spatial objects and the addition of seman-

tics to locations. This functionality, however, is in contrast with Geographic

Markup Language (GML).

SWE

This service enables the discovery, exchange and processing of sensor ob-

servations, as well as, tasking of the sensor systems. The functionality in-

cludes: discovery of sensor systems, determination of sensors capabilities

and quality of measurements, access to sensor parameters that automat-

ically allow software to process and georeference observations, retrieval

in standard encodings of real-time or time-series observations and cover-

age, tasking of sensors to acquire observations of interest, subscription and

publishing of alerts to be issued by sensors or sensor services based upon

certain criteria. Several standard interface and encodings for describing

sensors and sensor observations have been built and prototyped. Sen-

sor Model Language (SensorML), is a set of standard models and XML

schemas for describing sensor systems and processes associated with

sensor observations. Observations & Measurements (O&M) consists in

general models and XML encodings for observations and measurements

obtained by sensors. Transducer Model Language (TML) is a conceptual

approach and XML encoding for supporting real-time streaming of obser-

vations and tasking commands from and to sensor systems. Sensor Ob-

servation Service (SOS) is an open interface for a service by which a client

can obtain observations from a sensor and platform descriptions from one

or more sensors. Sensor Planning Service (SPS) is an open interface for a

service by which a client can determine the feasibility of collecting data from
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one or more sensors and submit a collection of requests to the sensors and

configurable processes. Sensor Alert Service (SAS) is an open interface for

a web service for publishing and subscribing to alerts from sensors or sim-

ulation systems. Web Notification Service (WNS) is an open interface for a

service by which a client may conduct asynchronous dialogues; message

interchanges with one or more other services.

3.1.3 Geospatial Catalogue Services

Service discovery is a crucial task in the open and distributed environ-

ment of spatial Web services. Often, effective service discovery requires

an extensive search for appropriate services across multiple application

domains. Catalogues support discovery, organization, and access of ge-

ographical information and thus help the user to find information that ex-

ists [54].

A key standardization effort in catalogue access is the OGC Web Cata-

logue Services (CSW) [55], an open standard interface to online catalogues

for geographical information and Web accessible geoprocessing services.

The OGC Catalogue Services Specification [56] specifies interfaces, HTTP

protocol bindings and a framework for defining application profiles required

to publish and access digital catalogues of metadata for geospatial data

and services. Metadata act as properties that can be queried and returned

through catalogue services for resource evaluation and, in many cases,

invocation or retrieval of the referenced resource.

The CSW information model is based on the international standard for

metadata description ISO 19115:2003 [57]. In addition, the ISO 19119 [58]

standard is used to facilitate the management of metadata service.

Different open source and commercial applications are available for im-

plementing, managing and querying geospatial catalogues. As examples

GeoNetwork [59] and ESRI Geoportal [60] can be mentioned. GeoNetwork

is a catalogue application to manage spatially referenced resources. It pro-

vides powerful metadata editing and search functions as well as an embed-

ded interactive web map viewer. It provides search access to local and dis-

tributed geospatial catalogues, online editing of metadata with a template

system. In addition it provides harvesting and synchronization of metadata

between distributed catalogues, supporting OGC-CSW 2.0.2 and ISO Pro-

file. It is currently used in numerous Spatial Data Infrastructure initiatives
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across the world [59]. The Esri Geoportal Server is a free open source

product that enables discovery and use of geospatial resources including

datasets, rasters, and Web services. It helps organizations manage and

publish metadata for their geospatial resources to let users discover and

connect to those resources. The Geoportal Server supports standards-

based clearinghouse and metadata discovery applications [60].

3.1.4 Metadata

Metadata convey - by nature - the semantics of the SDI content [61]. They

are generally defined as data about data and are fundamentals in spatial

domain. In fact, using metadata, as reported in [27]:

• metadata helps organize and maintain an organization’s investment in

data and provides information about an organization’s data holdings

in catalogue form

• coordinated metadata development avoids duplication of effort by en-

suring the organization is aware of the existence of data sets

• users can locate all available geospatial and associated data relevant

to an area of interest

• collection of metadata builds upon and enhances the data manage-

ment procedures of the geospatial community

• reporting of descriptive metadata promotes the availability of geospa-

tial data beyond the traditional geospatial community

Professional communities have developed different standards for spatial

domain. The USA Federal Geographic Data Committee (FGDC) approved

their Content Standard for Digital Geospatial Metadata in 1994. This stan-

dard was developed to support the development of the National Spatial

Data Infrastructure [62]. The Australian and New Zealand Land Information

Council (ANZLIC), released version 1 of its ”metadata guidelines” in 1996.

These together with other initiatives have taken similar approaches in pro-

moting a limited set of metadata that organizations should use, as a mini-

mum, to improve the knowledge, awareness and accessibility of the avail-

able geospatial data resources. All these attempts are conveyed in 2003 to

a new international standard for geospatial metadata the ISO [63] standard:
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19115. ISO 19115 defines how to describe geographical information and

associated services (ISO 19119). It provides information about the identifi-

cation, the extent, the quality, the spatial and temporal schema, the spatial

reference and the distribution of digital geographical data. ISO 19139 was

established to close the gap in ISO 19115, that of the formatting of the data

through an XML schema. ISO 19139 specifies the metadata record format

and may be used to describe, validate, and exchange geospatial metadata

prepared in XML [64]. ISO 19115 is currently used, with other appropriate

ISO standards, by the INfrastructure for SPatial Information in Europe [30].

INSPIRE (Infrastructure for Spatial Information in Europe) is an initiative of

the EU that intends to trigger the creation of a European spatial informa-

tion infrastructure that delivers to the users integrated spatial information

services. One of the first deliverables of the INSPIRE initiative has been

the development of regulations and rules regarding the implementation of

geospatial metadata to describe relevant datasets. The INSPIRE Direc-

tive clarifies the definition of metadata as information describing spatial re-

sources, making it possible to discover, inventory and use them. According

to it, member States should ensure that metadata are created and are kept

up to date. Metadata must be available for both data and services and must

comprise:

1. Identification information: title, abstract, type, locator, Unique Re-

source Identifier (URI), coupled resource and resource language,

2. Classification of spatial data and services,

3. Keyword,

4. Geographical location,

5. Temporal Reference,

6. Quality and validity of spatial data sets,

7. Conformity with the implementing rules on harmonization,

8. Constraint related to access and use,

9. Organizations responsible for the establishment, management, main-

tenance and distribution of spatial data sets and services,
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10. Metadata on metadata

The INSPIRE Directives absorb the ISO 19115 standard although there

are still some discrepancies between the two. For example, INSPIRE allow

using free text in metadata elements when there is a code list in the ISO

standard. In addition it gives the possibility to add new elements to the

schema, which is not in the standard.

3.1.5 Semantic Interoperability and Metadata

When an enterprise begins using an SOA to integrate processes across di-

verse functional areas, a clear requirement is that service consumers must

convert their local definitions to the definitions of the service provider to

be able to interoperate with each other. Addressing these semantic con-

cerns involves discovery how information is used differently by each of the

members in a trading partnership (or community), and how that information

maps to the normative community view. Currently, semantic interoperabil-

ity solutions use a common ontology as a mediation layer in order to ab-

stract data terms, vocabularies and information into a shareable distributed

model. Mapping to ontology preserves the native semantics of the data and

eliminates the need for custom-developed code. Any solution to semantic

interoperability must accommodate the fact that the same data item may

mean different things from different semantic viewpoint. The core element

that is needed to support any semantic-based interoperability solution is

metadata [65]. Ontologies are also central to realizing the Semantic Web

and Semantic Geospatial Web, as they formally specify concepts and their

relationships among concepts. Furthermore ontologies provide the means

to create semantic metadata for objects, under the form of documents, data

files, databases, etc. [66].

World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) [67] has adopted the Resource

Description Framework (RDF) [68] as the standard for the representation

of semantic metadata. Metadata in RDF are encoded as statements about

resources. A resource is identifiable by a Uniform Resource Identifier (URI)

and described by attributes under the form of literals (e.g. Strings, Inte-

gers). Relationships in RDF, known as Properties, are binary relationships

between two resources or between a resource and a literal, which take on

the roles of Subject and Object, respectively. The Subject, Predicate and
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Object compose an RDF statement. RDF statements can also be repre-

sented as directed graphs with typed edges and nodes. A directed edge

labeled with the Property name connects the Subject to the Object. RDF

Schema (RDFS) [69] provides a standard vocabulary for schema-level con-

structs such as Class, SubClassOf, Domain, and Range. The Web On-

tology Language (OWL) [70] further extends RDFS by defining additional

vocabulary for describing classes and properties (e.g. cardinality, disjoint-

ness property, etc). Other standards for the representation of ontologies

are OWL-S [71] and Semantic Web Service Language [72] (SWRL) [73].

Over the last few years, different works on semantics and geo-ontologies

have focused on semantic interoperability. These works include the role

of ontology for spatiotemporal databases [74], the notion of semantic ref-

erence systems and the grounding of geographical categories ( [75], [76]),

semantics-based and context aware retrieval of geographical information [77]

and Semantic Geospatial Web services [78]. Metadata for geospatial web

services can describe basic sources and simple authorship information. In

addition metadata can describe the structure of geospatial data (vector or

raster data) and their functional types (data conversion format). Further-

more, semantic metadata can describe the domain of geospatial data and

geospatial services such as for example the thematic type for data (like for

the population distribution) and functional domain types (like for land sur-

face temperature estimation) [35].

3.2 Geographical Social Metadata

Today most of the data available in the spatial domain can be found on

the Web. Web 2.0 technologies enable users to add information to Inter-

net pages, allowing a two-way flow of information, from the producer to

users, and vice versa [79]. Thus the users and producers, regardless if

experts or amateurs, were transformed to producers of geo-data [80]. Web

2.0 is not completely different from the Semantic Web [81]. The Seman-

tic Web is an extension of the current Web in which information is given

with a well-defined meaning, enabling computers and people to work in co-

operation [82] through machine understandable data formats that can be

used to share information. Web 2.0 provides scalable information sharing

platform, while the Semantic Web adds valuable machine understandable
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metadata to enable efficient and automatic way of information sharing and

cross-portal communication and collaboration [81].

The major phenomena of the Web 2.0. is social tagging that allows

users to organize and share their information and online resources on the

Web [83]. Another widely accepted and popular word for social tagging

is folksonomy. Folksonomy systems succeed mainly in getting people in-

volved with its simplicity and practicality, in fact no predefined vocabularies

are imposed to the user that can tag the content with any arbitrary word.

In addition, social tagging provides immediate benefits to the user. For

example, the user can find information of interest for her/him by exploring

the same tags she/he shared with the community or the most tagged web

pages. The more a user tags and shares, the better service return [84].

Social tagging is a king of social metadata that can be used to organize

web information, learn concepts and relations between them, improve in-

formation discovery, data integration and data management. In the spatial

domain, the usage of social metadata is a constantly growing phenomenon.

This is due to the fact that social metadata is distributed and dynamic in na-

ture [85]; therefore, more likely to stay complete and current than formal

ontologies created by groups of experts. More importantly, it is closer to

the common knowledge shared by a community.

Community-generated knowledge extracted from social metadata could,

therefore, complement and provide different perspective to existing geospa-

tial ontologies created by experts [86]. This approach can have the advan-

tage that geospatial concepts are directly linked to content, enabling differ-

ent geospatial data to be more easily used within applications, integrated

and aligned across domains. Geospatial applications that rely on formal

ontologies would first need to map user-created content to the ontology

before such content could be used within the application [87].

The user-generated geospatial content created in different sites to sat-

isfy a variety of needs within industry, government, and social networking

communities is known as ”Volunteered Geographic Information” (VGI) [88].

3.2.1 Volunteered Geographic Information

Goodchild [88] defined the term VGI as a special case of the more general

Web 2.0 phenomena of user-generated content. In his article he identifies

the technologies that have made VGI possible:
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• Web 2.0,

• Georeferencing - i.e. the ability of users to specify locations on the

Earths surface,

• Geotags - standardized code that can be inserted into information to

specify geographical location,

• GPS - enabling users to identify their own position and movements,

• Graphics -the ability of computers to support the dynamic visualiza-

tion of 3D objects

• Broadband communication - wide spread, high speed connection to

the internet.

and says that VGI can be an effective use of a network of human sensor

(over 6 billion component), each an intelligent synthesizer and interpreter

of local information. Furthermore, he says that VGI has the potential to be

a significant source of geographers’ understanding of the Earth surface.

Today there is a large number of sites implementing VGI in a Web 2.0

framework. Examples include WikiMapia [89]: an online editable map that

allows users to describe any place on Earth. Each entry is comprised of a

rectangle aligned with latitude and longitude, together with a text descrip-

tion that may include hyperlinks. The service is very similar to Wikipedia

and can be defined as a volunteered gazetteer produced entirely by in-

dividual citizens; Flickr [90], that collect geo-referenced photographs and

allow user to tag image description and to group photographs in set and

set in collections; OpenStreetMap [91] that is building a map of the en-

tire world through volunteer effort. Each contributor develops a map us-

ing GPS tracking and individual contributions are assembled and recon-

ciled into a single patchwork. Extensive metadata is incorporated, since

each piece of the patchwork may have different levels of accuracy and may

have been acquired at different dates. This project requires some level of

experience in using GPS, geographical data and geographical measure-

ment; Google Map Maker [92] that is a service launched by Google in June

2008, designed to expand the breadth of the service currently offered by

Google Maps. The project is similar to OpenStreetMap (OSM), but un-

like OSM which provides its map data under a Creative Commons license,
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Google obtains ”... a perpetual, irrevocable, worldwide, royalty-free, and

non-exclusive license to reproduce, adapt, modify, translate, publish, pub-

licly perform, publicly display, distribute, and create derivative works of the

User Submission”. Geonames [93] that is a geographical database contain-

ing millions of geographical names, formally categorized within a taxonomy.

This database is maintained by a small community of experts from several

different countries.

This proliferation is due to several factors. They are constantly updated

and expanded from users/providers. Sometimes are the only source of in-

formation for areas where access to geographical data is regarded as an

issue of national security. Furthermore VGIs are a resource that can be

used for many purposes. One of the most significant use of data have

been the activities carried out by the OpenStreetMap community during the

Haiti emergency in January 2010. The lack of updated maps of the actual

situation after the earthquake was likely to compromise the rescue activi-

ties. As soon as, aerial photos of the affected areas were made available,

users of the community have started to enter data in the OpenStreetMap

database. This led, within a few hours, the generation of updated maps of

the island, showing all roads still passable, the locations of refugee camps,

unusable bridges, and so on.

In this thesis OpenStreetMap and Geonames are used.

3.2.2 OpenStreetMap

OpenstreetMap (OSM) follows the peer production model that created Wiki-

pedia; its aim is to create a set of map data that is free to use, editable, and

licensed under new copyright schemes. The project, born at University

College London (UCL) in July 2004, was founded by Steve Coast; although

Coast moved on to start his own company, UCL still supports and hosts

the main server infrastructure [94]. All data in the main server infrastruc-

ture have been collected and uploaded by users who have registered on

the OSM website. Users can produce data using handheld GPS devices

or Yahoo Imagery or other free map sources. The OSM Wiki page pro-

vides detailed instructions for beginners on how to collect and contribute

data to the website. Users can actively add data to the map using either

a light-weight online Flash-based editor, Potlatch, or using the Java Open-

StreetMap Editor (JOSM), a more advanced offline editing suite which pro-
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vides more functionalities than Potlatch. A database implemented in MySql

stores data. Entities are recorded as points (nodes), which contain the co-

ordinates (lat/lon), the user name and a timestamp. Linear entities, called

way are defined by reference to an ordered list of points. Area entities do

not exist in OSM database. They are defined by a particular condition on

way (the first and the last node of the list are the same) and using the tag

area=yes. Along with the geographical coordinates of features in the OSM

database, attributes of features are recorded for each node and way as

semicolon-separated key=value pairs (for example, type=pub;name=The

Bull). This tagging schema, which is increasingly being developed into a

complex taxonomy of real-world feature classes and objects, is a core part

of the OSM initiative and is community-driven. Any member of the commu-

nity can contribute to an update the schema by proposing new key=value

pairs [94]. Data can be displayed on a map from the OpenstreetMap home

page (shown in figure: 3.1).

Figure 3.1: OpenStreetMap Home Page

The map is made up of only a few simple elements: nodes, ways and

relations. Each element may have an arbitrary number of properties (Tags)

which are Key-Value pairs (e.g. highway=primary). Nodes are the basic

element of the OSM scheme and can be used to represent ways or stan-
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dalone entity. In this case they must have at least one Tag that describes

them. Ways are ordered list of nodes (at least 2 at most 2000) and are used

to describe linear feature such as a street, or similar. Nodes can be mem-

bers of multiple ways. Closed ways represent pseudo element called area.

A relation can group other elements together, nodes, ways, and maybe

even other relations. Elements are ”members” of the relation, and each

membership has a ”role”. Relations can be used to represent things like

cycle routes, and turn restrictions. Typically the ”type” tag specifies what

type of relation it is. A member consists of one role and one node, way or

relation. A role describes which role a node, way or relation has [95]. All

editing interfaces use the elements and allow the input of tags. In the OSM

home page a search function lets users quickly find cities, villages, or other

points of interest(POIs) in the database. The export tab, instead, allows ob-

taining basic exports of map images or raw data of a particular area. The

export offers different output options: PNG, JPEG, SVG, PDF, Embeddable

HTML, Garmin GPS and the OSM XML data format. Figure 3.2 shows an

extract of the OSM file for an area surrounding Turin airport. The same data

are displayed in the map in figure: 3.3.

Figure 3.2: Turin Airport area in OSM file extract
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Figure 3.3: Turin Airport area in OSM map

OpenStreetMap Web Services

OpenstreetMap provides API - Application Programming Interfaces - to end

users. These sets of procedures enable access to the database, allowing

user authentication, adding, updating and deleting geographical features.

There are API calls to retrieve map data by bounding box, to create/retrieve

changeset, to add, delete and update the three basic elements: node, way

and relation. Each return or expect the data for the elements in OSM (XML)

format with UTF-8 character encoding . The REST requests take the form

of HTTP GET, PUT, POST, and DELETE messages. Requests to mod-

ify the database are authorized using HTTP Basic Authorization or OAuth.

Read requests do not require authorization.

In the implementation of the MDR module the API request that allows

retrieving map data by bounding box is used:

GET /api/0.6/map?bbox=left,bottom,right,top

The bounding box is identified by the coordinates of the vertices of a square

region. Vertices are defined in terms of their latitude and longitude. Left

is the westernmost side of the bounding box, bottom is the southernmost

side, right is the easternmost side and top is the northernmost side. The
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command retrieves:

• All the nodes that are inside the bounding box and any relation that

makes reference to them.

• All the ways that refer to at least one node inside the bounding box;

any relations that refer to the ways; any nodes outside the bounding

box referred by the ways.

• All the relations that refer to one of the nodes or ways included in the

result set due to the above rules.

For example, the request of all data in the surrounding area of Turin
airport is performed in the following way:

http://api.openstreetmap.org/api/0.6/map?bbox=7.639,45.190,7.643,45.192

3.2.3 Geonames

GeoNames is a geographical database, founded by Marc Wick a self emplo-

yed software engineer living in Switzerland. It contains over 10 million ge-

ographical names (in various languages) and consists of 7.5 million unique

features (elevation, population, administrative division, time zone, postal

codes, etc.). All features are categorized into one out of nine feature classes.

These classes are subcategorized into one out of 645 feature codes. Each

GeoNames feature using a stable URI. This URI provides access, through

content negotiation, either to the HTML wiki page or to a RDF description

of the feature. GeoNames ontology describes features properties using

the Web Ontology Language. Feature classes and codes are described

in the SKOS language. Through Wikipedia articles URL linked in the RDF

descriptions, GeoNames data are linked to DBpedia data and other RDF

Linked Data [96]. GeoNames has a simple edit interface that allows users

to edit GeoNames information and add new place names to the GeoNames

database. To change names or features users must click on the markers on

the Google map display of the main page. Figure 3.4 shows the information

stored in Geonames database for the area surrounding Turin Airport.

The data is accessible free of charge through a number of web services

and a daily database export. GeoNames is already serving up to over 20

million web service requests per day.
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Figure 3.4: Turin Airport area in Geonames map

Geonames Web Services

Like in OpenStreetMap a RESTful API provides access to the database

and allows users to perform different type of query. For example using

Web services a user can: find places near a postal code, find the postal

codes near a given latitude/longitude, find all neighbors of a country, find

the weather stations and their most recent weather observations within a

bounding box of four latitude/longitude pairs, get the time zone at a given

location, get the elevation in meters for a latitude/longitude representing a

land area, find the ”children” of a given geographical feature (for example,

the provinces within a country, or the settlements within a province), find

geocoded Wikipedia articles near a given latitude/longitude, postal code,

or place name, find country info (capital, population,area in squared Km).

GeoNames offers most web services in XML and JSON format [97]. JSON

can be used to directly access the Geonames Web service from Javascript

code.

In the implementation of the MDR module the API request that returns

the Wikipedia entries within a given bounding box as XML document is

used:
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ws.geonames.org/wikipediaBoundingBox?

Allowed parameters for this request are: Bounding box coordinates, lan-

guage (either ’de’ or ’en’- default value is ’en’) and the maximum number of

returned rows (default value is 10). The request of Wikipedia entries in the

surrounding area of Turin airport is:

http://ws.geonames.org/wikipediaBoundingBox?north=45.192&south=45.18

&east=7.64&west=7.63

This request outputs information for Caselle, the nearest city to the airport,

in a XML format (shown in Figure: 3.5).

Figure 3.5: XML extract for the Turin Airport area

3.3 SMAT Architecture

The architecture developed for the SMAT project is a high performance,

high broad bandwidth architecture to support coupling archive and real-time

geospatial data with scientific applications such as simulation, visualization

and analytical software. The system uses Web services for the annotation

of the interested spatial objects in the context of post-mission activity. For

all other functions Web services are not the right solution. An architectural

choice based on Web services implies that communication is performed

using XML messages. The system must be able to manage a large volume

of data and XML messages can cause latency in communication. This fact
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result in an unacceptable situation for a system dedicated to disaster mon-

itoring that works in conditions in which data must be transmitted almost in

real-time.

It must be noticed that proposed architecture is the result of working

activities performed by several partners involved in SMAT-F1. Many of the

system features are developed by project partners. For this reason and

for the policies of the project, system components are described only with

high-level of detail.

3.3.1 Major Components of the Architecture

The architecture developed for SMAT-F1 is constituted by a multi-tier sys-

tem. It contains a client, a middleware and a data layer. Each layer has

the role to control a specific category of software components: database

services (GIS and DBMS), geo-processing services and user applications.

Data storage layer . The data storage layer answers the requests com-

ing from the other layers. It prepares the multimedia content from meta-

data provided by the content repositories. The data tier provides all the

actual data: both geo-spatial (raster and relational) and other (e.g. docu-

ments, multimedia). The DBMS and GIS provide storage and persistence

to the data: documents, images, multi-media files, maps, processed video,

frames, reports, etc.

Geo-processing layer . The middleware tier provides the various com-

putational services. This includes video and image processing, metadata

search and update, retrieval of both data and services, retrieval of trans-

formed data, maps and other content through the multi-dimensional rea-

soning and querying paradigm described in previous chapter. In addition, it

provides services for data integration and data analysis to the user applica-

tion layer. In the context of the SMAT project this software layer essentially

consists in the Supervision and Control Station of the system (SS&C).

User layer . It provides the GUI of the system. It is Web-based and

provides a range of functionalities such as querying the catalogues and

viewing results (e.g. metadata and maps), performing spatial visualization,

or system administration.

Figure 3.6 shows the main components involved in the proposed archi-

tecture. It explains in greater detail the services exposed by the different

layers.
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Figure 3.6: System architecture

The Data Storage Layer provides services for the centralized Database

Storage, the File System Storage and the GIS. The Services allow to archive,

retrieve and manage all the data received, processed and generated in the

SS&C (e.g. mission data, simulation and historical data). Using GIS, this

layer has the capability to catalogue images and data in terms of spatial

data indexing. The data storage services are a neutral data interface for

the exchange of information between the various components of the SS&C.

These services provide a view on the data which simplifies the task of data

retrieval and storage and is less prone to errors. The Data storage contains

a Common Data Model that defines a singular common representation of

the content of the Data Storage Layer. The data model gives all the defi-

nitions and relationships among the relevant objects in SMAT-F1 including

the products of post mission processing such as videos, frames, annotated

maps, mission reports, etc.

The SS&C offers different services which need to receive and provide

data to the data storage services. They are described in the following.

• The Data Acquisition function implements the capabilities to man-
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age the simultaneous reception of the data sent by the UAS through

the associated network connections. This function exchanges infor-

mation with the Communication Channel and the Data Storage Func-

tion. Data received through the Communication Channel are sent, in

parallel, to the Data Storage Layer and to the Real Time Monitoring

Function of the SS&C. This function is crucial also for the annotation

process because through it data from the web is retrieved.

• The Data Assessment function provides the capabilities to perform

detailed post mission analysis and mission report generation of the

received and processed data, retrieving them from the SS&C archive.

• The Tactical Planning function supports the SS&C user to develop

the mission plan which in turn, is the overall strategic plan of mul-

tiple UAS working together. This function includes: a MissionPlan

manager involved in the mission plan preparation, validation, trans-

mission, import and modification during the negotiation between the

SS&C and the single control station (CS); a TaskEditor that graph-

ically supports the user in the definition, preparation and allocation

of the necessary resources for the task; a Scheduler that provides

graphical capabilities to support the user in the monitoring, creating,

allocating and the insertion of a task in the context of the whole mis-

sion plan; a Decisional Support block that contains all the software,

file and data that are required for the planning process and the re-

quired consistency checks, an Operations Coordination Function that

provides the capabilities necessary to support all the coordinated ac-

tivities (i.e. Voice Coordination Capabilities, Time Management Sys-

tems displays and events countdown, Anomaly Reporting and Track-

ing System and Console log system).

• The Planning Simulation Function provides the capabilities to sim-

ulate the mission plans in order to present to the operator, the results

of the planned monitoring task and perform if necessary additional

checks for its validation against the mission objectives. The Plan-

ning Simulation provides support for the preparation, analysis and/or

modification, for the operations team training and users’ analysis and

visualization.
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• The Mission execution function communicates with the Data Stor-

age and the Data Acquisition functions to find all the necessary in-

formation to be sent to the function of Data Visualization in order to

perform a monitoring of the current mission.

• The Real Time Monitoring provides computational capabilities, i.e.

algorithms used to process the received data, and generate addi-

tional data products that enhance the information level of the acquired

data for the users benefit. In particular, through the use of openGL

library [98], a cartographic overlay on video images with data from

sensor is performed.

• The Second Level Exploitation function provides functionality for

data comparison and correlation, data conversion, data representa-

tion, Digital Terrain Model (DTM) generation and annotation. All sec-

ond level exploitation algorithms are developed in such a way to allow

re-processing of the data under operator request. The new gener-

ated data products must be independent from the initial product, in

the sense that they are stored and managed independently. The al-

gorithms that provide the computational capabilities for image pro-

cessing and the sensor data processing steps include for example a

different post processing activity like image mosaiking, refined foot-

print computation and mission coverage area computation. All sec-

ond level exploitation algorithms, when applicable, shall provide the

capability to the operator to monitor the progress and execution of the

processing, providing messages and notification on its status.

• The Data Distribution Function provides the data collection (i.e.

mission major events, failures and problems occurred, operational

area description, mission plan data, recorded video and images, etc.)

and report generation functionalities.

• The Data Visualization services provide to the operator all the Graph-

ical User Interface (GUI) capabilities necessary to perform the as-

signed task, namely Real Time Mission Monitoring, Post Mission Data

Processing and Mission Planning. A Navigator Panel drives the op-

erator in selecting the proper data visualization applications. Data

Visualization services allow a certain number of functionalities: 2D
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or 3D Tactical Map provide the capability to present in a geographi-

cal map the mission evolution in terms of the UAV real time position,

planned trajectory and mission targets. Furthermore the 3D Tacti-

cal Map provides 3D visualization of the environment characterized

by the following layered information: realistic morphologic terrain de-

scription, main buildings, rivers, streets, electrical grid, railways, trees

and airports.

The Communication Channel is used to manage the interchange of in-

formation between the CSs and SS&C and between SS&C and the Web. In

particular, telemetry data is transmitted in synchronous mode from the CSs

to the SS&C through a TCP/IP port that communicates with a Telemetry Ac-

quisition Functions. Files are exchanged in asynchronous mode between

CSs and SS&C using a FTP manager. Video is transmitted in synchronous

mode using a RTP/UDP port that communicates with a Video Data acqui-

sition Function. All data collected from these three functions are sent to

the data storage functions. In addition the Video data acquisition function

sends data also to the real time monitoring function.

The following describes the user layer (GUI) components.

Data presentation . A single access point provides, via a web portal,

the information provided by Data Visualization and Data Distribution ser-

vices. The portal is the front-end of the system providing access to all its

features through the facilities of a web browser. The key components of the

portal are:

• The map viewer provides the interface for the interaction with GIS.

• The notes viewer displays user interpretation notes and abstracts (in-

cluding legend graphics) of the map layers.

• The updates viewer displays abstracts of the most recent data sets

available for a geographical area of interest (definable by the user).

• The profile client allows the user to set preferences for geographical

bounding boxes, map projection, and layer groups; furthermore, it al-

lows the users to bookmark their selection for future and easy access.

• The metadata browser provides an interface to the metadata cata-

logue which in turn also provides links for downloading data (when

available).
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Data visualization and dashboard . The engine assigned for the represen-

tation of the analysis results on geographical maps is created with dynamic

data navigation capabilities. Among other things, the engine will give the

possibility of displaying several business indicators on the same map, in or-

der to dynamically aggregate data according to different dimensions at the

chosen hierarchical levels, and browse by drill-down into the dimension hi-

erarchies or cross navigation in order to expose details or to compare data

from a statistical viewpoint.

In the context of the system post-mission activity, geospatial Web ser-

vices have been largely adopted in SMAT for which SS&C has the role of

a client application. The following section describes the MDR search pro-

cess. This process uses Web services to extract data from the Web.

3.4 MDR Search Process

The data obtained as a result of complex queries performed by the Compiler,

described in Chapter 1, are used to search for social metadata in Open-

StreetMap and Geonames websites. As described in the previous chapter,

the Compiler produces two queries for each space object of interest to the

operator: a query is used to identify the metadata already stored in the

database, the other is used to find the geographical coordinates of objects.

The Web search process uses the results from this second query. In par-

ticular it uses the coordinates of each object to define a Bounding Box that

is used to extract information from both OpenStreetMap and Geonames.

More specifically, for each spatial object two requests are defined; one

to OpenStreetMap, the other to Geonames. These requests output two

files: an XML files from Geonames and a OSM file from Openstreetmap.

The name of each file carries an indication of the information source (OSM

or GEO), of the spatial object to which it relates and of the date of gen-

eration. The process, encoded with Java, begins automatically after the

Compiler has produced a set of coordinates and ends with the download-

ing of these files in the file system. Figure: 3.7, schematically, shows the

stages of Web search for a particular space object.

Given the Coordinates of the object the process produces the Bound-

ing Box that is passed as parameter to two different functions (one for

each VGI): Geonames Url Preparation and OpenStreetMap Url Prepara-
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Figure 3.7: Metadata Search process diagram

tion. These functions generate API requests via URL: Geonames Request

and OpenStreetMap Request. The XML file returned by Geonames and

the OSM file returned by OpenStreetMap are temporarily saved in system.

This process is repeated for all space objects found.

It is important to note that files may not contain tags, except for the

header, or may be damaged. The web search process does not deal with

these issues; regardless of the content and the size of the file the module

performs a save. These issues will be the subject of the next chapter:

Metadata Management.

3.5 Summary

This chapter has given an overview of the terms Spatial data Infrastructure

(SDI) and Service Oriented Architecture (SOA). Additionally, it has provided

background for Geospatial Web services, semantic Web and social meta-

data. Two Volunteered Geographic Information (VGI) has been introduced

as a way to collect free social metadata from the Web: OpenstreetMap

and Geonames. Both VGIs have been described in detail. Afterwards, the

three-tier software architecture of SMAT-F1 and the functionalities of its soft-
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ware components have been described. In this context, the connections on

the components based on Web services, such as in the research of social

metadata from Volunteered Geographic Information, are highlighted.

The next chapter presents the method used to integrate the mission

data, stored in the database, with social metadata collected from the Web.

The activity and sequence diagrams for this specific function are discussed

in detail.
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4
Metadata Management

The need to acquire data from different sources and to manage such data

in huge databases has greatly influenced the development of information

technology techniques. Several techniques have been developed to store,

manage and display geographical data. In this chapter an overview of all

these topics is provided. Moreover, the method used in MDR module to

integrate the mission data, stored in the database, with social metadata

collected from the Web is proposed.

4.1 Geographic Information Retrieval

Geographic Information Retrieval can be seen as a specialized branch of

the traditional Information Retrieval. It includes all of the research areas that

have traditionally made up the core of research into Information Retrieval,

but in addition has an emphasis on spatial and geographical data. It is

concerned with indexing, searching, retrieving, browsing of georeferenced

information sources and the design of systems to accomplish these tasks

effectively and efficiently [99].

Searching

The extraction of geographical information from text documents and web

pages is known as geo-parsing. Geo-parsing is concerned with analyzing

text to identify the presence of place names and distinguishing the genuine

geographical occurrences of place name usage from those where they are

being used to refer to some other entity [100]. Another activity related to

search process is disambiguation, i.e. determining uniquely the place to
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which the name refers. There are many names that are shared between dif-

ferent places or between places and persons (e.g. Georgia). Automatic res-

olution of geographical scope, and hence disambiguation of place names,

attempts to mimic the methods humans use, for example by considering

together the entire place names in the document. If a place name occurs

in association with a set of other names, several of which are neighbouring

places or are instances of places within the same parent region, then that

provides evidence to distinguish which meaning is implied. Equally, if the

text mentions a parent or child region of an instance of the name, then that

can help to determine the particular sense that is intended [100]. When

searching on the Web users employ informal, vernacular place names and

names for areas that are non-administrative and have fuzzy boundaries.

Existing geographical search facilities make use of place-name resources,

typically gazetteers, that are based largely on the administrative names of

places and which do not, in general, include any representations of ver-

nacular names [101]. Recent efforts to model vernacular place names are

based on human subject tests and interviews [102] or knowledge harvested

from Web pages [103].

Retrieval

Information Retrieval is based on the Relevance concept. Relevance is the

measure of how well a document fulfils an information need. Having found

a set of documents, as results of a query, they should be ranked by some

measures to find which document/s better fulfils user’s need. A score is cal-

culated for each document according to the query and then used to sort out

the documents in decreasing order. Since queries in GIR are more complex

and composed of several relevant aspects, sorting them out by one single

score might not be the most useful approach. Instead, an overall score

can be divided into a thematic score and a spatial score [104]. The spa-

tial score can be computed using different measures. In his article, [105]

compares different geographical similarity methods based on region over-

laps. [106] notices that overlaps only provide a strict notion of similarity and

suggests that similarity metrics should also account with other perspectives

besides overlap. For this reason, he proposes a similarity function that in-

stead of using area overlaps uses a non-linear normalization of the distance

between the document and query scopes. [107] proposes a dynamic docu-
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ment ranking scheme to combine the thematic and geographical relevance

measures on a per-query basis. Query specificity is introduced to deter-

mine the relative weights of different sources of ranking evidence for each

query. In [108], the presented work returns a single relevance value as the

linear combination between geographical and text relevance. As [109] no-

tices, in GIR, there is not currently a consensus about whether it is more

appropriate to split textual and geographical relevance or deal with them

both simultaneously.

Indexing

When web documents have been categorized according to their geograph-

ical context they must be indexed in a way that enables them to be found

quickly in response to user queries. Techniques for indexing documents

according to the words that they contain are well established. Typically an

inverted file of documents is created in which each word is associated with

a list of the documents that contain the word. This text indexing can be com-

bined with a spatial index that records which documents relate to particular

regions of space [100]. Popular spatial indexing technologies are grid file,

space-filling curve (e.g. z-order, Peano Curve, Hilbert curve), quad-tree,

octree, kd-tree and Rtree family (e.g. R-tree, R+-tree, R*-tree). Among

these spatial indexing technologies, the R-tree family is the most important

one. Generally, the usual indexing mechanisms in GIR systems could be

categorized into four groups: Pure Keyword Index (PKI), Keyword-Spatial

Double Index (KSDI), Spatial-Keyword Hybrid Index, (SKHI) and Keyword-

Spatial Hybrid Index (KSHI) [110].

Browsing

The results of a query to a GIR system can be treated in an identical man-

ner to those ones of a traditional search engine and simply displayed as a

ranked list. In practice, the nature of geographical search and the perva-

siveness of map-based Web services mean that the overlaying of results on

a map has become a natural and expected visualization mechanism [100].

Joining textual information to digital maps has become possible by using

tools and languages such as GML. Once documents in a database are

marked up with geographical information using GML or similar languages,
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they can be used to answer geographical queries. For example, the re-

lated documents which refer to a particular address can be shown on a

digital map. This technique is used by search engines [111]. Digital maps

share three important features: integrative, interactive and dynamic. The

term integrative refers to combining the visual map representation with both

geographical and thematic properties of information. The term interactive

refers to enabling users to control the data exploration processing by mov-

ing viewpoints, changing the resolution of maps and distorting the visu-

alization space. The term dynamic refers to the capacity to change the

visualizations as underlying data changes. These changes can be made

manually by applying data filters, or automatically when new data are added

to the system. All these techniques have been successfully adopted to sup-

port user activities like geographical thinking, geographical reasoning and

geographical knowledge construction [112].

4.2 Spatio - Temporal Data Management

Spatial-temporal data records spatial data changes in a period of time [113].

Spatio-temporal data are complex phenomenon at the interaction between

time and space and comprise three components: spatial, temporal and de-

scriptive. When examining changes in spatial data, the non-temporal com-

ponents of a spatial object, such as geometry, topology and attribute data

are examined. However, these attributes and geometric relationships in the

data are influenced by time. Time defines the current attributes of a spatial

object, the geometric relationships that are present and the changes that

have occurred to that object [114]. If time is incorporated as a component of

a geographical object, the possibilities of analyzing an object over time and

keeping track of the objects history are greatly increased [115]. Numerous

spatial-temporal data models have been constructed, dealing with storage

and management of data. The main models include:

• Snapshot model [116]: This model simply gives a new map for each

time interval. Each layer is a collection of temporally homogeneous

units of one theme. When an event occurs, a new layer is constructed

and occurrence time is stamped to the layer .The snapshot approach

usually results in inconsistency and significant data redundancy.
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• Space time composite (STC) model [117]: This model represents the

real world as a collection of spatially homogeneous units in a 2D

space that changes over time from one unit to another. Each STC

has its unique period of change and can be obtained from temporal

overlay of snapshot layers.

• Spatio-temporal object (STO) model [118]: This model represents the

real world as a set of spatial-temporal atoms by incorporating a tem-

poral dimension orthogonal to the 2D space. Each of these spatial-

temporal atoms is the largest homogeneous unit that can store spe-

cific properties related to space and time. Thus this model can store

changes in both temporal and spatial dimensions.

• Event-Based spatio-temporal data model [119]: This model uses a

collection of time-stamped layers to represent temporal information

regarding an event. It organizes changes using an event list that is

composed of individual event entries. Although this model, like the

snapshot model, still uses time-stamped layers, its advantages over

the snapshot model include the ability to perform temporal manipula-

tions on data and the ability to compare temporal data in a sequential

manner. It also reduces the storage of redundant data because it

does not repeatedly store data that has not changed [119].

• Object-oriented spatio-temporal model [120]: This model is based on

the object-oriented paradigm which includes objects, classes, encap-

sulation, inheritance, and polymorphism. This makes it possible to

embed all historical versions of the same object into one single entity

[120].

Inspired by some features of the event-based spatio-temporal data model,

a data model that can handle metadata according to the spatial and the

temporal aspects is defined. As in the event-based spatio-temporal model,

it includes the ability to compare temporal data in a sequential manner with-

out store redundant data. In particular, in our data model, metadata are

managed using information about the files that contain them. The next

session, describes how metadata are managed according to the temporal

aspect and how the problem to save new metadata, avoiding the redundant

storage of data, is dealt in module MDR.
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VGIs are great sources of information that give the possibility to retrieve

spatial and temporal data. For example OpenStreetMap allows users to

retrieve GPS data together with the posted date and all old versions of

an element (node, way and relation). This feature is provided by the API

call: GET/api/0.6/[node|way|relation]/#id/history, where users must specify

the type of element and the corresponding identifier. Furthermore, Open-

StreetMap allows users to change and/or update elements already stored

in the OSM database. This can be done using the ”changesets” mecha-

nism. A changeset is a group of edits made within a certain time by one

user. A changeset has a maximum capacity of 50000 edits and maximum

lifetime of 24 hours. Edits can only be added to a changeset as long as it is

still open, and having an open changeset is required for any OSM elements

modification. A changeset can either be closed explicitly, or it closes itself

if no edits are added to it for a period of one hour. A recommended tag for

changesets is the key comment=* with a short human readable description

of the changes being made in that changeset, similar to a commit message

in a revision control system. The API call: GET /api/0.6/changesets al-

lows querying changesets. Different parameters can be used: the bbox

that finds changesets within the given bounding box; the user=#uid or dis-

play name=#name that find changesets by the user with the given user id

or display name; the time=T1 that finds changesets closed after T1; the

time=T1,T2 that finds changesets that were closed after T1 and created

before T2.

In his article, [121] shows how a space-time Geographical Information

System can be used to manage and explore spatiotemporal patterns hid-

den in a VGI. Using the definition of space-time path, described as the

sequence of individual activities at different location over time, the author

identifies four different examples of use. All are based on object identity

and spatial and temporal data embedded in VGI. The examples that the

author proposes are:

1. Fixed object identity with changing locations over time: GPS tracking

data posted by contributors of OpenStreetMap belong to this cate-

gory. A space-time path can be created for each contributor. This

path is based on the coordinates of the loaded data and the posted

time together with the history of changes.
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2. Fixed object identity with ambiguous locations: Web surfing data is

an example of this category. In this case it is sufficient to know which

web site a person browsed rather than where a particular web site is

physically located. Therefore, an arbitrary location can be assigned

to each web site when creating a space-time path;

3. Fixed location with changing object identity : An example of this cat-

egory can be the changes made by different contributors to describe

the same map feature. In this case, a space-time path can be cre-

ated for each map feature at a fixed location. Changes posted by

different contributors for each feature are mapped along the features

space-time path;

4. Multiple locations of the same object identity : For example, people

may post different pictures of the same landmark taken at different

locations around the landmark. In this case, multiple links between

the space-time path of the landmark and space-time paths of people

who took those pictures can be created.

4.3 MDR Implementation

When the SS&C operator queries the Metadata Search and Retrieval mod-

ule, she/he is searching metadata of some specified spatial objects that

satisfy given constraints. The spatial objects are involved in some mission

and are stored in the SS&C database. The missions must have been al-

ready planned (i.e., they must have a mission identifier, a UAV, sensors,

tasks, etc) or have been already executed. In chapter 2 it has been shown

how the conditions imposed by the operator allow the identification of a set

of metadata and a set of geographical coordinates related to the objects

referenced by the metadata themselves. In chapter 3 two popular VGIs

from which ”social metadata” can be extracted through API calls have been

identified. They are: OpenStreetMap and Geonames. In this chapter im-

plementation details of the MDR module are provided. A description of

how XML/OSM files, stored in the SMAT database and retrieved from the

Web, are managed and how files extracted from VGIs are suggested as

new metadata to the operator is provided. Furthermore an explanation of

how time is used to correlate files and metadata in the SMAT context is also
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presented. The system operator interacts with the MDR module through a

graphical user interface (GUI) that allows the operator to specify its par-

ticular needs and identify spatial objects of interest. Through the GUI the

operator can view the historical metadata (stored in the database) and the

new suggested metadata. A detailed explanation of the GUI and its function

will be presented in the next chapter.

4.3.1 Historical and Suggested Metadata

Figure 4.1 shows the activity diagram of the MDR module. The operator

queries the module by selecting a set of constraints that are passed as in-

put to the Compiler (Ask for metadata that satisfy constraints). As

described above, the result of the Web Search process and the Retrieval

process consists of a series of files of metadata associated with each spa-

tial object that has been identified as a result of multidimensional data anal-

ysis process. These files contain in their name the object type, the object

identifier, the source (OpenStreetMap or GeoNames) and the date of re-

trieval. This allow comparing the metadata according to their timing.

Openstreetmap enables tracing the history of annotations for each indi-

vidual element. This is possible with an API call that uses as parameter the

element identifier or, alternatively, through the mechanism of the change-

set. However, both this mechanism and the API call require a storage in

the database for each element (node, way and relation) extracted from an

OSM file with a potentially high memory usage. Furthermore, Geonames

does not provide a feature of this type, i.e. it does not provide the history of

the annotations. In order to treat uniformly both sources of information and

reducing the memory allocation in the SMAT database, in the MDR module

the temporal issue of metadata are managed using the granularity of the

files.

Historical metadata are contained in files saved in the File System.

Each file relates to a particular spatial object and it corresponds to an en-

try in the Metadata table. When the Compiler outputs a set of metadata

identifiers, each identifier is used to find the file name and the file path in

this table. The retrieval process, then, consists in finding the files that cor-

respond to metadata identifiers and in downloading these files from the file

system.

Files downloaded from the Web are, instead, temporarily stored in the
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system and do not necessary match any existing metadata files previously

stored in the database. They may or not become new interesting metadata

for the project. Each file is associated with a particular spatial object and

the date inserted in its name is used for the comparison process.

During the comparison process (Start Files Comparison, in fig: 4.1),

for each spatial object, the new file is compared with the last (in chronologi-

cal order) file saved in the database for the same object identifier. If the two

files are equal, the new file downloaded from the web is not used to pro-

pose metadata to the user. If not, the content of the file is used to suggest

new metadata. The result of the comparison process (Return Results, in

fig: 4.1) is then a set of files, one for each spatial object required by the

operator, containing:

• files that correspond to metadata already historicized in the database

• files downloaded from the Web, temporarily stored in the system, if

they are different from previous ones.

New and historicized metadata are then presented to the user who can

analyze their information content and may or not decide to save the new

tags in the database (Analyze Historical and Suggested metadata).

4.3.2 Files Comparison Process

In this process each file downloaded from the web is compared with the

newer file stored the database, in chronological order, for the same object,

obiectID and information source. This allows comparing files that not only

have similar formats (OSM for OpenStreetMap and XML for Geonames),

but contain the same type of tags.

In his article, [122] says that a simple attempt to find out what has been

changed between two versions of a XML document using standard tools

quickly demonstrates the basic problems:

• changes in the order of XML attributes should be ignored

• an XML attribute present in one document with a default value but

absent and defaulted from the DTD in another document generate

spurious changes

• changes in white space within elements generate spurious changes
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Ask for metadata that satisfy constraints

Start Compiler

Identify
ObjectID and MetadataID Set 

Identify
ObjectID and Coordinates Set

Start 
Web Search process Start  Metadata Retrieval process

Return Results

Start Files Comparison Process

Analyze Historical and Suggested metadata

MDR MODULE

System Operator

Figure 4.1: MDR Activity diagram

• it is difficult to know where in the XML tree structure a change has

happened when the change is represented by line number

• some elements may appear in any order and so a change to their

order should not be identified as a change.

To address these problems and provide, in real-time, a set of results to

the system operator, a freeware library available from the Web is used. It

is: JExamXML [123]. This library allows comparing files according to spe-

cific settings stored in a configuration file. In particular in the configuration

file user can decide if white space, case sensitive, namespace prefixes or

the ordering of attributes /children elements or even all attributes elements

content should be ignored or not. In addition, it can save the differences

between files.

In the comparison process the configuration file is set in order to ig-
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nore white space and case sensitive exceptions. Furthermore changes in

the order of XML attributes are ignored. This can be very frequent in the

OpenStreetMap case, since new data are constantly inserted by the com-

munity. Obviously, since the file structure, both in the case of Geonames

and in the case of OpenStreetMap, is well defined by the service provider,

the comparison process is greatly simplified compared to a generic XML

file comparison. For this reason, more specific settings should not be spec-

ified. However, during the comparison process some problems may arise:

1. there are no files stored in the database for the comparison

2. it is not possible to retrieve data from the Web because of server

maintenance

3. the comparison returns an exception.

In the first case, the process ignores the comparison operation and di-

rectly provides the user with the metadata retrieved from the Web, behaving

exactly as if a comparison operation had been carried out and had identi-

fied the differences between the files. In the second case the operator is

notified of the lack of response from the server and is invited to try again

later. In this case, the set of results provided to the operator consists only

of the historical metadata of the database. The last case is undecidable

and unpredictable. Very often servers are slow and a time out exception

occurs. In some cases the connection falls and no response is given, or

partial or corrupted files are returned. The files can contain non-standard

characters because users tagged information with special symbols not in

UTF-8. Sometimes files are corrupt because they are not well formed (for

example there is not a closing tag of a node). In the MDR module, since

the user may operate in emergency scenarios, querying the module to re-

trieve metadata in mission planning operations, a quick answer to her/his

query may be vital. For this reason, if the file is corrupted or empty, no new

information are provided to the user.

4.3.3 Operator Analysis

At the end of the Files Comparison process the set of files to be returned

to the user is processed. This allows analyzing results through the graphi-

cal user interface (GUI). Via GUI the operator can analyze the historicized
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metadata and the new information that are suggested, both in text and on

the map. Moreover, she/he can decide to save the new proposed annota-

tions and to make them system metadata. If she/he decides to save the

new annotations, files containing annotations are stored in the file system

and new entries are added to the Metadata table.

4.3.4 MDR Sequence Diagram

Figure 4.6 shows an high-level sequence diagram of the system. The oper-

ator queries the system through the MetadataGUI, providing as parameters

a set of constraints (Constraints) and the spatial objects (SpatialObjects)

of interest for him. The query, made through the graphical interface, is sent

to the MetadataRetrievalModule. The module analyzes the input param-

eters through the multidimensional model described in Chapter 2. Conse-

quently, two separate requests are made to the database: one to retrieve

metadataID related to the spatial object, the other to retrieve spatial coor-

dinates for the same spatial objects. The function MetadataExtractor that

takes as input the DbQuery produced by the Compiler represents the first

request, while the CoordinatesExtractor which takes as input the Spa-

tialQuery of Compiler is the second. Both requests return a list of objects.

In the first case, the function Metadata()returns a list of objects and meta-

dataID associated with them (List(ObjectID, MetadataID)). In the sec-

ond case the function Coordinates() returns the same list of objects and

the spatial coordinates of each (List(ObjectID, Coordinates)). For each

ObjectID, a series of activities is carried out. These activities, presented

in the diagram (fig: 4.6) at a high level of abstraction, are: ”MetadataRe-

trievalfromDB” (fig: 4.2), ”MetadataSearchfromOpenstreetMap” (fig: 4.3),

”MetadataSearchfromGeonames” (fig: 4.4) and ”View” (fig: 4.5). They are

included in a loop fragment over the condition ObjectID.

MetadataRetrievalfromDB

”MetadataRetrievalfromDB” is the activity performed to retrieve files from

the FileSystem. For each ObjectID, the list of metadataID that refers to it,

is used to retrieve information from the database.

The function (MetadataRetrieval(Metadata)), in fig: 4.2, returns a list

of files (List(XMLFileNameFromDb, FilePath)). Each file is downloaded
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from the FileSystem. To perform files comparison, the function GetLast

is used. This functions takes in input the type of files (OSM for Open-

StreetMap, GEO for Geonames) and returns the more recent file stored the

database for the same objectID and the same type of file.

)

Figure 4.2: MetadataRetrievalFromDB Sequence Diagram

MetadataSearchfromOpenstreetMap and MetadataSearchfrom Geonames

These activities are performed to search metadata from the Web. The

Coordinates of each ObjectID are used to get metadata from both VGIs.

Both activities take in input the last file retrieve from the database for the

corresponding source of information (LastOSMFile, LastGEOFile) and a

data structure that allows them to store new files, if new files are different

from last ones. The Diff function, that in both fig. 4.3 and fig. 4.4 repre-

sents the comparison process, returns a Boolean value. If the compared

files are different, the new XMLFile is added to the newList data structure.

This structure is the same for both activities and is an input for the ”View”.
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)

Figure 4.3: MetadataSearchfromOpenStreetMap Sequence Diagram

View

”View” activity uses the new files from the Web and the files from the

Database to enable operator to analyze historical and suggested meta-

data. Function MetadataView encloses a file parsing activity. Files from

OpenstreetMap are processed with the goal of extracting key:value pairs for

ways and node points, their name and their geographical coordinates. Files

from Geonames are processed with the goal of extracting titles, summaries,

features, coordinates, elevation, population, Wikipedia url and thumbnail

Image for each location in file. In both cases files are processed using

a parser: javax.xml.parsers.SAXParser. Coordinates are needed in or-

der to correctly position the annotation on the map provided by the Meta-

dataGUI.

The operator may accept or ignore suggested metadata. If suggested

metadata are accepted they become metadata for the system. This pro-

cess is represented in figure: 4.6 with the option fragment. The Store

function generates a new entry in the Metadata table for the ObjectID,

XMLFilefromInternet,FilePath given in input. Download loads the corre-
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)

Figure 4.4: MetadataSearchfromGeonames Sequence Diagram

sponding file in the FileSystem.

4.4 Summary

In this chapter the Geographic Information Retrieval has been introduced

together with the spatio - temporal data management topic. Inspired by

some features of state of the art spatio-temporal data models, a data model

that can handle metadata according to the spatial and the temporal aspects

has been defined. Afterwards, a description of how metadata are managed

is provided. Moreover, the method used in MDR module to integrate the

mission data, stored in the database, with social metadata collected from

the Web is proposed. The proposed method is used to solve the problem

of saving new metadata, avoiding the redundant storage of data that are

already been collected. Finally, the MDR activity diagrams and the high-

level sequence diagram of the system are discussed.

Next chapter describes the functionality of the metadata GUI, how the

user can interact with the system and how results are provided both as text

and as annotation on a map.
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)

Figure 4.5: View Sequence Diagram
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)

Figure 4.6: MDR Sequence Diagram
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5
Metadata Visualization

Through the GUI, the user can view the metadata in text format and as

annotations on the map. For this reason, in this chapter a preliminary back-

ground on the management of geospatial information with GIS is provided

together with the describing fundamental concepts of geospatial domain

and how this knowledge has enabled the development of GUI.

5.1 Geographic Information System

A Geographic information System (GIS) is a computer-based information

system for acquiring, modelling, storing, retrieval, sharing, manipulating,

analysis, presentation and dissemination of geographically referenced data

[124].

A GIS consists of several components:

1. hardware, that comprises the equipment needed to support GIS ac-

tivities, from data collection to data analysis.

2. software, that includes tools for input, store, manipulate, query and

display geographical information, usually accessed by a graphical

user interface (GUI). Software, usually, is made of core package mod-

ules and specialized applications. Core package modules incorporate

different functionalities such as graphic processing, DBMS, basic util-

ities for cartographic management and geographical analysis. Spe-

cialized applications are usually designed to fulfil a specific purpose,

for example: terrain analysis, surface modelling, etc.;

3. data, the core of any GIS. A GIS will integrate spatial data with other
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data resources known as attribute data. Attribute data are generally

defined as additional information about each spatial feature housed in

tabular format. Documentation of GIS datasets is known as metadata.

Metadata allow knowing, without examining the real data, the content,

the geographical references (projections), the accuracy (positional,

thematic time), the coverage, the acquisition method (essential for

fully understand the significance of the subject), the format, the data

type, etc. Geographic data and related tabular data can be collected

from cartography, found on the Internet for free, or purchased from a

commercial data provider. A GIS will integrate spatial data with other

data resources using a DBMS;

4. people that can be professionals involved in the system implemen-

tation, technicians involved in strategic marketing, logistics planning

and activities location or more simply individual users.

GIS enables integration of geo-spatial and other kinds of information

within a single system offering a framework for analyzing geographical data.

GIS allows linking different types of data on the basis of their common geo-

graphical reference to create new information. In addition, GIS can perform

spatial analysis functions, i.e. it transforms and processes geographical

features in order to get new themes by overlaying element belonging to

different layers (topological overlay), to query the database using criteria

such as spatial proximity, inclusion, overlap etc. (spatial query), to com-

pute distances, areas, density and other statistical parameters related to

geographical location.

5.2 Data

GIS softwares work with different types of data. Traditionally they are di-

vided into: raster and vector data.

5.2.1 Raster Data

Raster data can represent the real world through an array of cells, usually

squares or rectangles, called pixels. Each pixel in a raster is addressed by

its position in the array (row and column number). Raster can represent

different spatial objects: a point can be represented by a single cell, an arc
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by a sequence of neighbouring pixels and an area by a sequence of contin-

uous cells. The information stored in the cells is represented by an integer

value or a floating point. Each numerical value can be associated with a

descriptive label, especially in the case of nominal or ordinal attributes, en-

coded with integers (1: watercourse, 2: urban, 3:green ,etc.). The spatial

coordinates are not usually stored in each cell, but only at the origin of the

grid (usually located in the upper left corner of the raster). The origin, the

cell size and the number of cells, calculated from a starting cell, uniquely

determine the spatial location of each pixel making up the raster. There are

a number of common used raster formats, most of them are based on pho-

tographic formats like: Portable Network Graphics(PNG) [125], Graphics

Interchange Format (GIF) [126] and Windows bitmap (BMP) [127]. Below,

a brief description of the main formats for dissemination and use. They

include:

Tagged Image File Formats - TIFF [128]

This is a common format for storing and delivering raster data owing to its

flexibility in describing multiple bands and data types, its extensible frame-

work for embedded metadata (”tags”) and its popularity in the desktop pub-

lishing world. TIFF itself defines the semantics of a few tags [129]. Geo-

TIFF [130] is another open standard that allows adding tags to TIFF files,

including coordinate reference information.

Joint Photograph Experts Group - JPEG

JPEG is a photographic format. It has a variable-resolution compression

system offering both partial and full resolution recovery. JPEG 2000 [131]

is a new wavelet-based image compression standard that reduces images

to mathematical expressions of spectral curves across the image; in addi-

tion it allows arbitrary XML metadata to be embedded in image files. For

this reason the OGC has defined a new standard for embedding GML doc-

uments in JPEG 2000: GML in JPEG2000 [132] .

5.2.2 Vector Data

Vector data are non-photographic line-based data. Three basic types of

vector data exist: point, line, and polygon. Points are the simplest form of
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vector data. They are dots on a map layer. On a two-dimensional map,

points are represented by an (X,Y) coordinate pair. 3D points add a Z co-

ordinate. At least two points are required to define a line (or arc). Each

point is called endpoint or vertex. Lines can have as many vertices as nec-

essary. The number of points can be densified or generalized (increased

or decreased) depending on the level of detail required. Examples of lines

are: rivers, roads, power lines, etc.. As a line is made up of many points,

a polygon is made up of many lines. Lines are open ended and polygons

form closed shapes. Polygons are used to represent closed objects of the

Earth surface like oceans, seas or woodland. The attributes that are con-

nected to a point, a line or a polygon contain the non-space features of

the entity. Attributes can be divided into three categories: quality attributes

(eg. flat or mountainous area), quantitative attributes (eg. population) and

specific attributes (eg. population density). They may be numbers, strings,

and even, images, graphics, sounds, etc.

The vector compact representation is more efficient in its use than raster,

because only points of interest need to be stored. Vector data, however,

are unable to effectively represent continuous data as elevation data. Vec-

tors are generally appropriate for storing outlines of objects, while rasters

are more suited for expressing the content of objects. Vector data formats

tend to be specific to the geospatial industry. These formats can be highly

complex and are extremely sensitive to both format migration and software

environment changes. The absence of vector data formats that are both

non-commercial and widely supported has led to a preponderance of vector

data that is available only in commercial or proprietary formats. Options for

conversion between common commercial formats exist as built-in features

within desktop GIS software, as a function provided by open source conver-

sion tools such as Geospatial Data Abstraction Library (GDAL/OGR) [133]

or as a service provided by specialized commercial tools and services that

focus on data conversion. Due to the complexity of the data, migration from

a proprietary data format into another more preservation-friendly format can

lead to unacceptable distortion or loss of data [129].

Shape Files

Shapefile format is owned by ESRI [134] and consists of at a minimum

three files, a .shp file (feature geometry), an .shx file (index of the feature
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geography), and a .dbf file (a dBASE database file that stores the attribute

information of the features). Additional files can also be included: projection

files (.prj), metadata files (.xml) and spatial index files (.sbx and .sbn) [135].

Coverage Files

Like Shapefile format, this format is owned by ESRI. Coverage files have

a multi-file, multi-directory structure and can include more information than

Shapefiles. Because of this layout, special utilities must manipulate the

data. The .e00 coverage export format provided by ESRI allows all spatial

and descriptive information for a coverage to be combined into a single

ASCII file.

Drawing eXchange Format

This format is owned by Autodesk [136] and is used in CAD environments.

It does not have topology, but offers good detail on drawings, line widths

and styles, colours and text.

MapInfo MIF/MID

This format is owned by MapInfo [137] and stores graphics in the MIF file

and attributes in the MID file. To use this format, MIF and MID files must be

imported in MapInfo and converted to TAB files. TAB format is the native

format used by MapInfo and allows data to be read directly.

Additional Vector Format

There are a number of additional vector formats. They include: Digital Line

Graph (DLG) [138], Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG) [139], Vector Prod-

uct Format (VPF) [140], TIGER [141], Hardware Specific Formats/ Plotter

formats, PostScript [142] and KML and GML used for Vectors.

5.3 Web Mapping

Web mapping can be defined as ‘... providing maps across the Web for a

diversity of applications, tailor-made for the user’s very special application

at a given time’ [143]. Web mapping platforms provide data visualization
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of digital maps in different way. Maps can be static or dynamically gener-

ated, in 2D or 3D. Users can interact with web mapping applications to find

road information, specific addresses or Points of Interest like landmarks or

shops, aerial imagery, driving directions, traffic conditions, etc. Web map-

ping applications have several advantages. First and foremost, that allows

non-expert users to find information without having detailed knowledge of

geographical spatial domain. Furthermore, since they are specifically de-

signed for the Web, they can easily scale from a few to millions of users

ensuring a high level of graphics performance. In addition, most of them

provide Web services to query the data and so users not need to do addi-

tional activities to retrieve geographical data. They should just call provided

Web services.

The potential number of technologies to implement web mapping projects

is almost infinite. Any programming environment, programming language

and server-side framework can be used to implement them. In any case,

both server and client side technologies have to be used [144]. The major

technologies involved in the realm of web mapping today are [145]:

• Commercial:ArcGIS Server [146], GeoMedia WebMap [147], MapX-

treme [148], MapGuide Enterprise [149]

• Open souce: MapServer [150], GeoServer [151], OpenLayers [152]

• Public APIs: Google Maps [153], Yahoo! Maps [154],Microsoft Virtual

Earth (2D) [155]

• Globes: Google Earth [156], Microsoft Virtual Earth (3D), ArcGIS Ex-

plorer [157], NASA World Wind [158]

This list is not exhaustive as new technologies are being developed

constantly. In the next section the technologies used to develop the MDR

graphical user interface are presented.

5.4 Applied Technologies

Figure 5.1 gives an overview of the usual architecture for a generic web

application.

The heart of the architecture is a spatially-enabled database that stores

both spatial and non-spatial data. The data tier and the logical tier interact
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Figure 5.1: Architectural diagram for a web mapping application

via SQL over a network protocol. Information is passed between the client

and the server through the HTTP protocol and uses standard web encod-

ings (XML, JSON, images). The presentation tier takes input from the user

and usually provides a map component that understands spatial features

and map layers. The MDR web mapping architecture reflects this type of

architectural organization. At the bottom of the architecture there are a

database and a file system, there is an application server in the middle and

there is a user interface layer on the top. For each level a description of the

technologies used is provided.

5.4.1 Data Tier

PostgreSQL [16]

PostgreSQL is a powerful, open source object-relational database sys-

tem. It runs on all major operating systems and it has full support for

foreign keys, joins, views, triggers, and stored procedures. It includes
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most SQL:2008 data types, including INTEGER, NUMERIC, BOOLEAN,

CHAR, VARCHAR, DATE, INTERVAL, and TIMESTAMP. It also supports

storage of binary large objects, including pictures, sounds, or video. It

has native programming interfaces for C/C++, Java, .Net, Perl, Python,

Ruby, Tcl, ODBC, among others and exceptional documentation. Post-

greSQL boasts sophisticated features such as Multi-Version Concurrency

Control (MVCC), point in time recovery, tablespaces, asynchronous replica-

tion, nested transactions (savepoints), online/hot backups, a sophisticated

query planner/optimizer and write ahead logging for fault tolerance. It sup-

ports international character sets, multibyte character encodings, Unicode

and it is locale-aware for sorting, case-sensitivity, and formatting. It is highly

scalable both in the sheer quantity of data it can manage and in the number

of concurrent users it can accommodate [16] .

PostGis [17]

PostGIS is a spatial language extension module to the PostgreSQL back-

end server. Like Oracle Spatial, DB2 Spatial, and SQL Server Spatial, Post-

GIS adds capabilities to an existing relational database engine, in this case

PostgreSQL. In fact, PostGIS could be re-named as ”PostgreSQL Spatial”,

as it functions in the same way as the proprietary spatial database exten-

sions but it adds a ”geometry” data type to the usual database types. Dif-

ferent functions are provided to manage the ”geometry” type and produce

useful information back. They include for example: ST Distance(geometry,

geometry) for the Cartesian distance computation between two geome-

tries,, ST Area(geometry), ST Length(geometry) for the 2d length compu-

tation of the geometry , ST Intersection(geometry, geometry) that returns

a geometry representing the shared portion provided geometry, etc. Fur-

thermore, PostGis adds an indexing mechanism to allow queries with spa-

tial restrictions (”within this bounding box”) to return records very quickly

from large data tables. Different capabilities are present: overlay analy-

ses, re-projections, massive seamless spatial tables, proximity searches,

compound spatial/attribute filters, and much more [17].
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5.4.2 Logic Tier

GeoServer

GeoServer is a java based, platform independent, server side software. It

allows users to view, edit and publish geospatial data. GeoServer reads a

variety of data formats, including: Shapefiles, GeoTIFF, JPEG2000, Post-

GIS, Oracle Spatial, ArcSDE, etc. Through standard protocols it produces

KML, GML, Shapefile, GeoRSS, PDF, GeoJSON, JPEG, GIF, SVG, PNG

and more.

GeoServer is the reference implementation of the OGC Web Feature

Service (WFS) and Web Coverage Service (WCS) standards, as well as a

high performance certified compliant Web Map Service (WMS). It is able to

connect to a wide variety of existing public geospatial data sources over the

Web such as Google Earth, NASA’s World Wind, Yahoo! Maps plus many

others [159].

GeoServer uses Jetty [160] as a servlets container. Jetty is an open-

source that provides a HTTP server and Servlet container capable of serv-

ing static and dynamic contend either from a standalone or embedded in-

stantiations. Jetty can handle Java Servlets, JavaServer Pages (JSP) tech-

nologies and traditional static web pages.

Java Servlet

A Servlet is a server-side software component, written in Java, that dynam-

ically extends the functionality of a web server [161]. Servlets are server-

and platform-independent and do not display a graphical interface to the

user. A servlet’s work is done on the server and only the results of the

servlets processing are returned to the client (usually in the form of HTML).

JavaServer Pages

JavaServer Pages (JSP) [162] is a technology designed for the develop-

ment of web based applications and is based on the Servlet technology.

The main distinction between a JSP and a Servlet is that a JSP is an HTML

page with Java code embedded within HTML tags, instead of a servlet be-

ing Java code that generates the web page. On initial access the JSP is

converted into servlet source code and then compiled.
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5.4.3 Presentation Tier

OpenLayers

OpenLayers is an open source JavaScript library for displaying map data

in web browsers. OpenLayers provides an API for building complex web-

based geographical applications. Data can be combined from a number

of sources without requiring any server side processing as layers can be

assembled and rendered on the client. Client side programming includes

panning and zooming of maps, client-side tiling, markers, popup windows,

various navigation components, keyboard commands, an event handling

mechanism and client server communications. Each part of OpenLayers

is configurable. OpenLayers can act as a Web Client for OGC web ser-

vices (WFS-T, WMS, and WCS (XML, GML)), commercial services such

as Google Maps (KML), MSN Virtual Earth, ESRI products, open source

initiatives or de facto standards such as Geographically Encoded Objects

for RSS feeds (GeoRSS) [163].

5.5 MDR Grafical User Interface

The MDR interface has an input layout which shows the user the eight se-

lectable constraints in order to identify metadata related to spatial objects.

The user will be presented with the initial JSP page after having entered the

network address of the service into the address field of the web browser.

Each coloured sector in figure 5.2 represents a search condition. When

a user clicks on a sector she/he can choose the desired value, retrieved

from the database, for the corresponding dimension.

Each coloured sector represents a different dimension. When a user

clicks on a sector it allows her/him to choose the desired values for the

corresponding dimension.

If for example, user click on blue sector Mission a combobox allows him

to select the desired mission identifier (missionID in the Mission table of the

database). As a consequence, the spatial objects that will be considered

for metadata research will be only the spatial objects involved in the spec-

ified mission. If the user clicks on the green sector named Space, a panel

containing a map and four free text areas allows him to choose the desired

area of interest either graphically or by the geographical coordinates of the
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Figure 5.2: MDR initial page

opposite vertices of the bounding box, as shown in figure: 5.3.

In this case, the spatial objects that will be considered for metadata

research will be only the spatial objects that are included in the selected

area.

After constraints selection users can specify the spatial object types of

interest for her/him and the dimension of the bouding box containing each

object, as shown in figure 5.4.

The selection of the bounding box area, enables the operator to analyze

social metadata in areas of different size. From a street in mission moni-

toring carried out in a densely populated urban area, to a valley in mission

monitoring carried out in a forest area. Moreover, since the information con-

tent found on the Web can be area depending (many tags in urban areas,

few tags in rural areas) this parameter allows filtering or expanding such

content.

Constraints, spatial objects and bounding box dimension are passed to

the Compiler through a JSP page. Compiler returns a set of metadataIDs
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Figure 5.3: Spatial Area selection

and a set of spatial coordinates that are inputs for the Web Search process

and the Retrieval process described in previous chapters. Both processes

give in output a set of files that the Files Comparison Process analyzes.

The output page is the way in which the operators can display produced

results. The general layout of the page is presented in figure: 5.5.

Query results in textual form are presented in the left side of the screen

and are divided in Historical Metadata and Suggested Metadata. Results

can be displayed on the map in the right side of the screen and a menu

provides different visualization options. Historical metadata are organized

in a menu tree based on the type of spatial object and then on the object

identifier. For each identifier a list of files containing information about the

object is provided. Files indicate the information source and the date of

generation. When the operator clicks on the file name, a list of annotations

appears. These annotations correspond to the tags included in the file.

Tags are extracted from the file using a parser. Extracted tags are organized

in a hashtable data structure. The hashtable makes it possible to propose

a list to the user, eliminating duplicate tags. In case of metadata absence,
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Figure 5.4: Input page for the specification of the spatial objects

a similar menu tree shows the objects for which no files were found in the

database. Figure 5.6 shows the case where metadata are stored only for

the Route waypoints with identifier equal to 3. There are no metadata for

other spatial objects.

Suggested metadata are organized in a menu tree based on the infor-

mation source and then on the type of object and the identifier, similar to

the historical metadata. When the operator clicks on the identifier, a list of

annotations appears. These annotations correspond to the tags included

in a file that is temporarily stored in the system. If the operator decides to

save suggested information, the file is uploaded in the file system and an

entry is inserted in Metadata table. This section includes only information

from files that the Files Comparison process found to be different from the

files presented in Historical metadata.

The system enables users to visualize spatial objects and annotations

on the map. Map is provided using the OpenLayers.Layer.OSM constructor

for the inclusion of Openstreetmap tiles in an OpenLayers map. The Open-

StreetMap tiles are in WGS84 / Google Mercator reference system (corre-

sponding to the European Petroleum Survey Group EPSG [164] 900913)

but for each spatial objects what is known are the geographical (longi-

tude/latitude) coordinates . So a reprojection method must be used in order

to turn geographical coordinates into Mercator coordinates. OpenLayers

supports this reprojection with the OpenLayer.Projection constructor.

For each object an icon, representing the object, is overlayed to the
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Figure 5.5: Output page layout

base map. In the same way, the system enables users to visualize annota-

tions on the maps using the coordinates that the parser extracts from files.

A navigation tool in the top left corner of the map, allows the operator to pan

the map by clicking on directional buttons. In addition, a navigation control

that allows the mouse to scroll the map and a zoom bar are provided.

Figure 5.7 shows an example of output page for the area surrounding

the airport spatial object represented in figure as an blue airplane. On the

right side of the Historical Metadata section, the user can observe a list

of annotation, i.e. a list of key:value pairs where key is the class of the

spatial object and value represents a subclass that further specializes the

class description. Each annotation corresponds to a red icon in the map

on the right. When the user can clicks on a specific annotation in the list,

a message box opens. The message box shows additional and descriptive

information on the specific location.

Information from GeoNames is provided in the same way. In this case,

annotations are presented using blue icons, as shown in figure: 5.8. The
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Figure 5.6: Historical Metadata structure

message box provides additional descriptive information extracted from

Wikipedia and, at the same time, enables users to directly inspect the cor-

responding Wikipedia page, source of information.

The Map Option Menu, represented using the plus sign on the right top

side of the map, contains the layer switcher. Though this menu user can:

• select/deselect spatial object icons

• select/deselect annotation icons

• overlay Piedmont raster cartography.

Raster maps at a scale of 1:50000 are provided by the Province of

Torino. They use as geodetic reference cartographic system the Universal

Transverse Mercator (UTM), zones 32 with World Geodetic System 1984

(WGS84) as the geodetic datum (EPSG:32632). To overlay base map with

raster files the OpenLayers.Layer.WMS constructor is used. This construc-

tor requires three parameters: the name of the layer, the URL for a Web

Map Service (WMS) and a comma-separated dictionary list whose proper-

ties become parameters in the WMS (GetMap) request. In this case a GET

map request is sent to GeoServer, where raster files have been previously

loaded. Also in this case the transform methods have been applied for a

correct overlay. Figure: 5.9 shows an example of cartographic overlay.

5.6 Summary

In this chapter a preliminary background on the management of geospatial

information using GIS is provided together with the description of the ma-

jor data formats and web mapping technologies. Some of the mentioned
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Figure 5.7: Output page example with annotations from OpenStreetMap

technologies have been used for the development of the MDR GUI. Fea-

tures supported by the MDR Graphical User Interface are then described

in detail. They include: the visualization in textual format and as annota-

tion on the map of both the historicized and suggested metadata and the

cartographic overlay with the Piedmont region raster cartography.

Next chapter describes a statistical method for the extraction of signifi-

cant information, on a geographical area, from the metadata collected from

the Web. The results of an experimental section are presented. Results

show that the content characterization is meaningful and statistical signifi-

cant.
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Figure 5.8: Output page example with annotations from GeoNames
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Figure 5.9: Output page example with cartographic overlay
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6
Map annotation with significant tags

This chapter describes how a content characterization of a geographical

area can be obtained using OpenStreetMap tag elements. A characteriza-

tion of the map is provided by selection of the annotations, corresponding

to the tags, which differentiate the given map from the surrounding areas.

This occurs by means of statistical tests on the annotations frequency in

the different geographical areas. The results of an experimental section

are presented. Results show that the content characterization is meaning-

ful, statistically significant and usefully concise.

A problem might arise in this process if a big number of tags might be

provided by users, especially in certain metropolitan areas. In addition,

some of the tags could not be relevant or interesting or be the result of a

mistake. This misleading result can be seen as the effect of the superimpo-

sition of noise on the valuable information. In order to eliminate the noise

effects and validate the users’annotation process a filter to be applied to

the tags is proposed. The filter consists in the extraction of the tags that

appear to be significant by a statistical validation method. This validation

method compares the frequency of occurrence of each tag encountered in

the given area, with the distribution of the frequencies of the same tag in the

surrounding geographical areas. The tags that are expected to be selected

by the filter process will be:

1. the tags on which the majority of the users agree (they will be the

most frequent ones) and will not be the result of some isolated cases

2. the tags that annotate really typical features of the given area. It is

expected that the typical features of an area do not appear with the

same frequency also in the surrounding areas. In this case, the tag
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frequency in the given area will be an outlier of the tag frequency

distribution in the surrounding areas.

The results of the experimental section will show that the concepts that

emerge from this filter process allow identifying the typical, significant fea-

tures of a given geographical area and constitute as a whole a concise

description of it.

6.1 Background

This section summarizes some basic concepts of XML, XML mining, spatial

data mining and related works of geographical characterization.

6.1.1 XML Introduction

One of the most significant activity of the World Wide Web Consortium

(W3C) [67] centred around the Extensible Markup Language (XML) speci-

fication. The work on XML started around 1996, with the goal to develop a

simplified Web-adapted version of the widely accepted Standard General-

ized Markup Language (SGML), a language defining a markup syntax for

structured text documents. The XML specification became an official W3C

Recommendation [165] in February 1998.

XML is a general syntax for describing structured data, applicable to a

wide range of applications (e.g. databases, e-commerce, Java, web de-

velopment and searching). This syntax ensures that structured data are

uniform and independent of applications or vendors. Particularly it sup-

ports text document processing and generic data transmission. It can be

applied to structure, store, and exchange information and is human- and

machine-readable.

An XML document that follows all the syntactic rules defined in the XML

specification is said to be well-formed. An XML document is valid if it is

a well-formed XML document, which also conforms to the rules of a Doc-

ument Type Definition (DTD). DTD specify the allowed element hierarchy

and indicate the mandatory and optional attributes of the elements. Also

possible default values for the attributes can be given. The definitions in

a DTD are expressed in a special-purpose, non-XML syntax. The tags,

together with a few other constructs, are called the markup, which essen-
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tially describes the logical structure of the XML document. The rest of the

contents of an XML document is called its character data.

XML enables structured data from different sources to be combined in

an efficient manner. Considering the challenges of such a language, the

OpenGIS Consortium has started working on the specifications of an XML

encoded transfer of geographical features for display purposes on web map

servers. This work has produced the Geography Markup Language (GML)

in 1999 [166]. GML provides a syntactic approach to encoding geospatial

information through a language in which symbols need to be interpreted by

users, because associated behaviour is not accounted for. Different ven-

dors have developed their own XML language for both vector rendering in a

browser, and for encoding geographical data and GIS projects. For exam-

ple the Keyhole Markup Language (KML) provides a way to link the existing

geospatial information stored in a geographical database directly to Google

Earth. KML is largely inspired by GML. The difference is that GML is a

pure data description language, leaving styling to SLDs and context docu-

ments. KML merges both data and portrayal instructions into a single file.

By means of KML, users are allowed to use both a set of predefined tags,

proper of KML, or to define custom tags as the attributes of the objects.

Once described, the objects can be uniformly interpreted. This is an oppor-

tunity for the annotation of spatial objects and the addition of semantics to

locations. In addition to KML and GML, in recent years the OpenStreetMap

OSM file format is spreading.

6.1.2 XML Mining

XML mining, first named in [167], is a unique application of data mining

that must be capable of manipulating the structure of contents as well as

the contents themselves [168]. XML Structure Mining consists essentially

in mining the XML schema and includes intra-structure mining and inter-

structure mining. Intra-structure mining is concerned with the structure of

an XML document. Knowledge about the internal structure of XML docu-

ments is discovered. Inter-structure mining is concerned with the structure

between XML documents. Knowledge is discovered about the relationship

between subjects, organizations and nodes on the Web [169]. For both

types of structure mining, classification and clustering can be applied. Clas-

sification can be applied to map a new XML document to a predefined class
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of documents. In this case a collection of DTDs or a collection of names-

paces and URIs is used as training set, and new XML documents can be

classified according to this training set. Clustering can be applied for iden-

tifying similarities among various XML documents. Since XML documents

can be represented as trees, clustering XML documents by structure can

be seen as a ’tree clustering’ problem [170]. In this case, frequent com-

mon sub-patterns between trees can be identified. Then, documents that

share the same patterns can be grouped together or a similarity measure

between trees can be identified and used with standard clustering algo-

rithms. The first approach has been used for example in [171] with the aim

of discovering frequent tree patterns using the Apriori algorithm [172] and

in [173] for measuring the structural similarities between XML documents,

represented as time series, by exploiting the Discrete Fourier Transform of

the corresponding signals. The second approach has been used in [174]

where the similarity function is based on tree editing operators; the work in

[170] uses almost the same tree editing distance, but is applied to structural

summary; in [175] the distance is based instead on s-graph. Association

rules discovery can be applied to intra-structure mining in order to describe

relationships between tags that tend to occur together in XML documents.

The tree structure of XML is transformed into a set of pseudo-transactions;

then, it becomes possible to generate rules of the form ”if an XML doc-

ument contains a <craft> tag then 80% of the time it will also contain

a <license> tag” [169]. Association rules mining techniques are used to

build up associations among trees rather than items as in traditional data

mining techniques. These techniques are used to extract sub-trees which

occur frequently among a set of XML documents or within an individual

XML document. Different algorithms have been developed to detect fre-

quently occurring substructures from structural data collections. [176] gives

an overview of these techniques. Frequent sub- structures are, generally,

used to generate association rules. The most recent works in this area

include: [177], [178] and [179].

XML Content Mining, essentially, consists in mining tags values. Data

mining of text files has been successfully conducted as the content of the

text files is treated as a bag of words or terms. XML represents its data in a

hierarchical structural format that makes content analysis harder than it is

for plain texts. One has to consider the granularity and the need for indexing
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at various abstraction levels (e.g., at the level of the whole XML document

vs. parts of it). In this context several data mining algorithms have been

applied. Classification is performed on the XML content, labelling new XML

documents as belonging to a predefined class. A massive search would

be required to match the contents of a new XML document with every

document in the collection. To reduce the number of comparisons, first,

the schema of a new document is classified starting from a pre-existing

schema. Then, only the schema instances matching the given schema

need to be considered for the classification. Clustering on XML content

identifies the potential for new classifications. Consideration of schemas

leads to a fast clustering process: similar schemas are likely to have a

number of value sets. For example, all schemas concerning vehicles will

have a set of values representing cars, another set representing boats, etc.

However, schemas that appear dissimilar may have similar content. Min-

ing XML content inherits some problems faced in text mining and analysis.

Synonymy and polysemy can cause difficulties, but the tags surrounding

the content can usually resolve ambiguities. Content provides support for

alternate clustering of similar schemas. Content may prove important in

clustering schemas that appear different but have instances with similar

content [180].

Recently, different techniques have been applied to mine useful infor-

mation from both XML structure and content. [181] proposed to transform

XML trees for classification and clustering using sets of attribute-values.

The transformation is performed taking into account the set of parent-child

relations, the set of ”next-sibling” relations, the set of paths starting from

the root and the arity of the nodes. [182] defined a method for determin-

ing semantic similarity of XML-Schema elements in the presence of type

hierarchies. The proposed method is a combination of the information con-

tent approach and a method for comparing the structural components of

type declarations, inspired by the maximum weighted matching problem in

bipartite graphs. [183] proposed a clustering approach that explores both

the content and the structure of XML documents for determining similarity

among them. [184] address the novel problem of clustering semantically

related XML documents according to their structure and content features.
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6.1.3 Spatial Data Mining

Spatial data mining is a knowledge discovery process aimed to the extrac-

tion of implicit, interesting knowledge, spatial relationships or other patterns

not explicitly stored in databases [185]. Spatial data mining works concen-

trate in spatial clustering and outlier detection, predictive models and spa-

tial co-location rules models. Spatial clustering is the process of grouping

a set of spatial objects into groups called clusters. Objects within a cluster

show a high degree of similarity, whereas the clusters are as much dissim-

ilar as possible [186]. A large number of heuristic methods for clustering

exist in literature. Traditional partitioning methods such as k-means and

the expectation-maximization (EM) method can capture simple distance

relationships and are therefore available for massive spatial databases.

Density-based methods define clusters as regions of space with a rela-

tively large number of spatial objects; unlike other methods, these ones

can find arbitrarily shaped clusters. Constraints-based methods can cap-

ture spatial restrictions on clusters or the relationships that define them. An

example is clustering with obstructed distance algorithm that can account

for geographical obstacles such as rivers, borders or mountains. A survey

of clustering methods for spatial datasets can be found in [187]. Cluster-

ing methods are sometimes accompanied by outlier detection. The goal

of outlier detection is to discover data points, which are often viewed as

noise, error, deviations or exceptions. A spatial outlier is a spatially refer-

enced object whose non-spatial attribute values are significantly different

from the values of other spatially referenced objects in the spatial neigh-

bourhood [188]. Several outlier detection algorithms are based on visual-

ization tools. See for instance: [189], [190] and [191]. Other algorithms

use statistical tests to discover local inconsistencies [188] or consider both

the spatial relationships and the semantic relationships among neighbours

[192]. Statistical methods are often used to create predictive models for

events occurring at particular geographical locations. These methods com-

bine different statistical techniques [193], [194] and are used to predict nat-

ural disasters, vegetation diseases, earthquakes and forest fire hazardous

area [195]. Predictive models are also developed and analyzed by the geo-

statistics science. Geostatistics can be defined as a branch of statistics that

specializes in the analysis and interpretation of any spatially (and tempo-
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rally) referenced data [196]. It is a collection of techniques and theories that

can be used to build statistical models, make spatio-temporal predictions at

unvisited locations, extract spatio-temporal patterns in the data and validate

them [197]. Among the basic components of geostatistics there are: the

variogram analysis for the characterization of spatial/temporal correlation

of a phenomenon; the kriging techniques for the optimal linear prediction

of a phenomenon value at any location; the stochastic simulation for the

generation of multiple equiprobable images of random variables. It is im-

portant to remember that geostastics is limited to set of points analysis or

polygonal subdivisions and often deals with a unique variable. Under these

conditions, it constitutes a good tool for spatial and spatio-temporal trend

analysis.

Works in spatial co-location rules extraction focused on the discovery

of co-location patterns: subsets of spatial objects that are frequently lo-

cated together. Spatial co-location rule problem is different from the as-

sociation rule problem [172]. Even though Boolean spatial features (also

called spatial events) may correspond to item types in association rules

over market-basket datasets, in the spatial domain there is not a natural

notion of transaction. The transactions in the classical problem of asso-

ciation rules are independent of each other. Transactions are disjoint in

the sense that they do not share the same instances of the item types.

In contrast, the instances of Boolean spatial features are embedded in a

continuous space and share a variety of spatial relationships (e.g., neigh-

bourhood) with each other [186]. This creates difficulty in using traditional

measures (e.g. support, confidence) and applying association rule mining

algorithms which use support based pruning [198]. Existing work in this

field concentrates on discovering spatial association rules and spatial co-

location patterns in geographical information databases ( [185], [199] and

[200]). Co-location rules are often used to describe dependencies in spatial

data. Spatial dependency follows the Tobler’s first law of geography: ”ev-

erything is related to everything else, but near things are more related than

distant things” [201].

6.1.4 Related Work

Several works deal with geographical concept characterization and data

quality for geo-referenced data. As regards the first topic, [202] that pro-
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posed a formal measure for the salience of geographical feature for route

directions based on their visual properties and [203] that proposed the con-

cept of salience for landmarks extraction in a web mining approach extend-

ing existing methods of text mining must be mentioned. Both approaches

focused on the identification of salient spatial objects regardless of the sur-

rounding.

Contrary to this approach, [204] presented two algorithms for the char-

acterization and the detection of trends in spatial databases. They defined

a spatial characterization of a given set of target objects with respect to

the database containing these targets. The spatial characterization is a de-

scription of the spatial and non-spatial properties which are typical for the

target objects but not for the whole database. In particular the task of spa-

tial characterization aims at discovering the properties of targets as pairs

(attribute, value). Significant properties occur in target objects and in their

neighbours in such a way that their frequency is significantly different from

their frequency in the database. More recently, [205] proposed a method

to calculate the descriptive prominence of categories of spatial objects in a

given region. They selected the most prominent categories for inclusion in

the characteristic description of the region. The descriptive prominence of

a spatial object is computed using the concept of contrast from background.

In particular, they used the frequency of occurrence of a category in a given

region and in the surroundings to evaluate if a category is over- or under-

represented. A category is relatively over-represented in a region if the

probability that the category occurs in a region is higher that the probability

it occurs in a containing region. Analogously for the under-represented cat-

egories. In their work they assess the descriptive prominence of a category

of spatial objects using the combinations of over- and under-represented

concepts in three nested regions.

The method proposed in this chapter, similar to what was done in the

two previous works, estimated the spatial characterization of an area con-

sidering the surrounding. The underlying assumption for all these works is

that the spatial features are spatially correlated. In other terms, a feature

is expected to occur more frequently in the nearby locations than in distant

ones. A possible reason for this phenomenon is that whatever cause pro-

duces an observation in one location also produces similar observations

in nearby locations. According to this consideration, the spatial categories
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that are judged interesting are those ones that are in contrast to this as-

sumption: they occur in the given region differently than in the neighbour-

hood. On the contrary to these previous works, this proposal automatically

extracts the characteristic features without imposing a priori any knowledge

on the geographical area. In facts, it does not require the identification of

categories of objects, as it occurs in [205], or the definition of a set of tar-

gets, as in [204]. Target categories are instead automatically identified in

the tags content of the examined XML files. In addition, in order to de-

termine the significance of a spatial feature, the proposed method does

not require the specification of any parameter value from the user. [205]

and [204] require from the user a threshold of significance but often the

user does not know how to set it or sets it arbitrarily. Instead, in proposed

method, significance is automatically detected by means of a sound, theo-

retical procedure that comes from the statistical analysis of hypothesis tests

and confidence intervals. The statistical analysis guarantees that it is un-

likely that a significant feature occurs by chance in the region. The error in

this inference is controlled by the significance level of the test.

As regards the topic of data quality, [206] and [207] that posed the

problem of the quality and reliability of the VGI data as source of informa-

tion must be cited. Our method can also be used as a method to filter noisy

tags or users errors. If a user enters an incorrect description of a particular

object its frequency will be significantly lower than the other tags corre-

sponding to any real object situated in that location. If the tag frequency

is below a minimal frequency threshold decided by the statistical test itself,

the tag will not be recognized as a descriptive tag of the area. Thus the

proposed method is applicable to very general conditions, without having a

priori any knowledge on the geographical area or knowing the reliability of

the processed data or their intrinsic characteristics.

6.2 Statistical Description of the Region

In this chapter the focus is posed on a preprocessing task that works as a

filter on annotations. This filter is motivated by the following considerations.

1. It can be observed the fact that in certain regions, especially in metropoli-

tan areas, the annotations are abundant. The user then risks getting

lost in the volume of reported annotations. Thus, there are a num-
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ber of possibilities to organize them. A first possibility is to order the

annotations by their type and make them accessible by means of an

index. This possibility is exploited in the visualization of the anno-

tated map, as described in the previous chapter. Another possibility

is to show only some representative annotations. Representatives

are generated by means of a clustering step that identifies a proto-

typical annotation of a given type in a certain area; then, at a first

glance, only the prototypical annotations are shown instead of all the

annotations in the cluster and this simplifies the initial presentation of

the annotated map. A drawback is that it would be complex for the

user to infer the correct position of the desired annotations from the

position of the prototypes unless the position of each of them is again

restored.

2. As already said OpenStreetMap provides the users a well-defined

and structured hierarchy of annotation tags from which the user can

choose the correct one and further enrich the annotation with her/his

own descriptions. However, the possibility that a user commits a mis-

take in the selection of the tag exists. How is it possible to clean

the annotations? The proposal of this chapter is a statistical method

useful to this purpose and consists in the following. Looking at a ge-

ographical map, the aim would be to observe the characteristic fea-

tures of that particular region disregarding those features that occur

commonly also in the neighbourhood. The proposed method identi-

fies the typical features of an area as those ones that distinguish the

given geographical area from the nearby regions. In fact it is known

that features occurring in a given spatial area tend by default to repli-

cate also in the neighbourhood. There exists a sort of inertia in how

features change in space. This is the reason why the features oc-

curring in the given area are compared with the neighbourhood. If

features are found, it means that these features are strong enough

in that area to introduce a discontinuity with the neighbourhood and

to compensate for the spatial inertia. In the next section the method

used to detect these characteristic features is explained in details.
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6.2.1 Method Description

In figure 6.1 the whole map of the city of Turin is shown. Suppose that a

specific area of the map, located at the centre in the shaded central area,

is considered. The aim is to determine the characteristic features of the

centre of Turin in comparison with the neighbourhood. A grid around the

central area, placed like a sort of square ring around it, is built. The grid is

composed of a total of 49 cells, all having equal surface area of the cen-

tral, target cell. In this way all the neighbourhood of the central area can

be monitored. Each key tag that represents an annotation associated to a

certain spatial location by a user corresponds to a feature of the area. The

aim is to monitor the frequency of occurrence of each feature in the central

cell of the grid and compare it with the frequency of the same feature in the

neighbouring cells. A standard, statistical test on the frequency of observa-

tion of each feature is performed. The rationale of this test is discussed in

the following Section. At the end of the procedure, only the features that will

pass the filter will be presented to the user as statistical significant features

for that geographical area.

6.2.2 Statistical Test

A statistical test on the mean [208] is used. The statistical test has the aim

to make a hypothesis test on the frequency of occurrence of each feature

from the cells of the grid. The hypothesis that is made is that: given the

spatial neighbourhood of the cells of the grid, all the cells have the same

law of features distribution. If all the cells came from the same popula-

tion it is expected that the features were present in the cells with the same

frequency or with a very close one. This behaviour is the most likely one

when the cells constitute a random sample drawn from the same popula-

tion. By means of the inferential statistics it is even possible to compute

the probability with which it is expected to observe in a cell of the same

population certain values for the feature frequency, given the frequencies

observed for that feature in the sample. Thus, if a marked difference in the

feature frequency between the central cell and the frequencies observed

in the neighbourhood is observed, and the difference is statistically signif-

icant, it is likely that either the difference is observed by chance (but this

chance occurs with a quantifiable, extremely low probability) or the central
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Figure 6.1: The central map of Turin and its surrounding areas taken for
comparative analysis

cell comes from a different population for which the observed frequency is

more probable. This means that the central cell is an outlier with respect to

the neighbourhood.

The statistical test is justified in cases in which the observations are

random independent cases drawn from the same population of examples.

If the sample is constituted by a sufficiently large number of cases (at least

30-40 cases), even if the original population is not distributed according

to the normal distribution, the law of large numbers applies. It tells that

the statistics on the sample observations are distributed according to the

normal distribution. In this case, each observation is constituted by the

frequency with which a certain feature occurs in one of the cells of the grid.

Suppose that the observations from the sample are distributed normally

according to the normal distribution with mean µ equal to 0.3 and standard

deviation σ equal to 0.15: Normal(0.3, 0.15). This function is shown in blue
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in figure 6.2.

Figure 6.2: The normal distribution N(0,3;0,15) and the corresponding cu-
mulative probability function

In red it is shown, for each x, P (f > x), i.e., the probability that exists

from the same population an observation f such that f > x. It can be

observed that for values of x close to 0 this probability is almost 1 (there

is a high probability that the observed frequency will be higher than x≈

0). Instead, when x approaches to extreme values that depart from the

mean µ, P (f > x) starts to decrease. In particular, when x> µ+ 3σ , then

P (f > x) <0.01. This latter probability quantifies the probability that it can

be observed, from the same spatial area, a spatial cell having for a certain

feature a so marked difference in frequency.

The proposed filter is applied to the features appearing in the central

cell. For each of these features the test described above is applied. The

frequency of the same feature is computed in all the cells of the grid. The

sample is constituted by the neighbouring cells, placed in the square ring

around the central cell. The central cell itself is excluded from the sample.

The mean µ and the standard deviation σ of the feature frequency from

the cells in the sample are computed. Then the frequency f of the same

feature in the central cell is compared with the distribution of frequencies in

the sample. The statistical test determines if the feature frequency in the

central cell is statistically significant. The significance level is set to 99%.

This means that a feature is statistically significant only if the frequency f
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in the central cell is such that f > µ + 3σ , where µ and σ are computed

from the frequency distribution of the feature in the neighbourhood cells.

6.2.3 Case Studies

In this Section the results of the statistical tests executed in four experi-

ments are presented.

1. The first experiment considers the map of Turin city and its neigh-

bourhood. The aim is to extract and recognize the typical features of

a metropolitan area in contrast with those ones of the suburbs.

2. The second experiment considers narrower sub-areas in the centre

of the city with the purpose to distinguish the characteristics features

of the single districts.

3. In the third experiment a completely different map is considered. It

is located in a non- metropolitan area, in the middle of a natural en-

vironment: the Everest. The purpose was to check the ability of the

method to detect features even in different locations in which the den-

sity of annotations is much lower.

4. In the last experiment, the filter of features is checked on maps ex-

tracted at random from the earth’s surface. The aim was to check the

robustness of the method and validate its propensity to recognize the

situations in which there is not the presence of any typical feature. In

fact, if the area is selected at random it is not expected to have any

feature that distinguishes that area from the neighbourhood.

In all the experiments, only the annotations that occurred in a cell at

least a minimum amount of times have been considered. This minimum

amount of times was set to 2. Notice that this limit does not influence in any

way the soundness of the statistical procedure. It was set in order to reduce

the total number of annotations and to eliminate the rare annotations that

could be noisy with a higher probability. In the next Section results of the

tests are presented and discussed.
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6.2.4 Test Results

Results of experiment 1 on Turin city and its neighbourhood

The map considered on Turin city and its neighbourhood was large 63

Km2. A total of 102 distinct tags occurring at least 2 times have been

found. Of these tags, only 84 (corresponding to 82,4% of the total) resulted

statistically significant if the frequency of each tag is compared to the fre-

quency of the same tag in the neighbourhood cells. In table 6.1 some of

the most significant tags found in this experiment are reported. It is in-

teresting to list here at least some of them. Almost all the specializations

of the highway tag can be found, with values like secondary, pedestrian,

cycleway and footway. Many other typical tags of a touristic city exist,

like historic:monument, leisure:garden, and amenity:fountain. Other

tags are typical of all the big cities that offer a variety of services like

amenity:parking, amenity:atm, amenity:school, amenity:car sharing,

amenity:hospitals, railway:station, shop:supermarket.

As a single example case from this experiment the tag highway:cicleway

is discussed in detail. The curve of figure 6.3 shows the distribution of fre-

quencies of this tag in the neighbourhood areas placed in the square ring

around the centre of Turin’s map. Notice that the curve follows the power

law: there is a large number of maps that have a low number of occurrences

of this tag and there is a low number of maps that have a large number of

occurrences of this tag. Notice, in particular, that the rightmost outlier at

frequency 62 represents just the centre of Turin’s map. It is clear that the

frequency of this tag in this particular central map is surprising if it is expect

to observe the same frequency of the neighbouring areas.

Figure 6.4 shows with the red curve the normal distribution of the tag

highway:cicleway as observed in the neighbourhood areas. The normal

distribution has been obtained by the pair of the parameters mean fre-

quency and standard deviation obtained from all the observations of the

sample. The point placed at frequency 40 corresponds to the critical point

at 3σ over the mean frequency; after this critical point any frequency is an

outlier and corresponds to statistically significant features (with a signifi-

cance level of at least 99%). The black point at frequency 62 represents

the frequency of highway:cicleway observed in the central cell. This tag is

a significant feature that contributes to distinguish the centre of Turin’s map
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Tags name Frequency in
central map

Frequency mean in
surrounding maps

Standard deviation
in surrounding
maps

highway:secondary 158 16.93877551 26.15451536
highway:pedestrian 101 3,367346939 14,81931999
highway:footway 76 3,816326531 12,26898778
highway:cycleway 63 3,387755102 11,21348951
leisure:garden 54 1,285714286 7,721722606
amenity:parking 47 5,183673469 11,65953378
railway:tram 41 1,244897959 6,074299041
amenity:restaurant 26 0,918367347 3,812461665
amenity:school 21 0,816326531 3,066441133
railway:station 20 2 4,072263908
amenity:pharmacy 19 0,959183673 2,828126468
amenity:fountain 16 0,326530612 2,285714286
shop:supermarket 14 0,775510204 2,123924298
historic:monument 13 0,326530612 1,875141718
leisure:playground 11 0,448979592 1,744768663
natural:water 10 1,183673469 2,048103486
shop:bicycle 9 0,326530612 1,328968195
amenity:atm 9 0,244897959 1,299528957
amenity:university 9 0,224489796 1,311254268
amenity:car sharing 9 0,183673469 1,285714286
amenity:hospital 9 0,346938776 1,331525134
amenity:library 7 0,163265306 1,007201957
railway:construction 7 0,142857143 1
... ... ... ...

Table 6.1: Some of the most significant tags found in experiment 1

from the neighbourhood.

Experiment 2 on districts in Turin city

The considered map was on a very central, elegant and touristic district of

Turin. It was narrower than the map in the experiment 1 and was large only

1.7 Km2. A total of 28 distinct tags occurring at least twice has been found.

Of these tags, only 19 (corresponding to 67,86% of the total) resulted statis-

tically significant if the frequency of each tag is compared to the frequency

of the same tag in the neighbouring districts of the city. Some of them are:

amenity:fountain, amenity:parking, amenity:theatre, historic:monu-

ment, tourism:museum, railway:tram, amenity:place of worship, high-

way:pedestrian, amenity:bicycle rental, amenity:restaurant. They

confirm that these are the typical characteristics of the touristic centre of

the city. Notice that the other significant tags related to services that have

been found in the experiment 1 on the whole city are not present anymore
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Figure 6.3: The distribution of frequency of the tag highway:cicleway in the
central map of Turin and its surrounding areas

in this touristic part. Examples are amenity:atm, amenity:university,

amenity:school, amenity:library, amenity:car sharing, amenity:hospi-

tals, railway:station, amenity:pharmacy, railway:construction, shop:

supermarket, shop:bicycle. In fact, the majority of the annotations on ser-

vices is common also to the other districts of the city and therefore they do

not discriminate between this area and the neighbouring ones.

Experiment 3 on Everest

The considered map was on the area on the Everest and it was large 2,227

Km2. A total of 14 tags occurring at least twice has been found. As ex-

pected, the total number of tags was much lower than in a metropolitan

area. This is due to the fact that, even though the area surface was much

larger, the area itself offered few services and activities, is less populated

and therefore few persons insert annotations. Of these tags 9 resulted sta-

tistically significant at the significance level of 99% with respect to the neigh-

bourhood. Some of these tags are typical of those natural landings, like:

natural:water, natural:peak, natural:glacier, tourism:camp site,
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Figure 6.4: Application of the statistical hypothesis test on the tag frequency

highway:path and waterway:stream. Instead, the other tags that did not

result significant with respect to the neighbourhood are waterway:river

and others that were related to human activity such as place:village and

place:hamlet.

Experiment 4 on random maps

In this experiment, the features in maps extracted at random from the

Earth’s surface are checked (for simplicity the area considered is limited

to the European one). A sample of 30 maps is selected at random with the

accuracy of selecting maps whose extension was as large as Turin’s city as

in the experiment 1 (the area was large 63 Km2). As already said the aim

of this experiment was to check the robustness of the method and validate

its propensity to recognize features even in random maps. The obtained re-

sults confirmed the expectations: in maps located randomly it is difficult to

find significant features. Generally, the features do not represent distinctive

features that distinguish the area from the nearby ones.
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Conclusive Comparisons

In figure 6.5 the distribution of the percentages of significant features found

in three different types of map: the random maps, the Turin’s city map and

the Everest map is reported. The curve in light grey represents the percent-

ages of significant features in the random maps. It is evident that the mean

of these percentages is very low (close to 10%). With respect to this distri-

bution, both Turin’s map and Everest’s map are outliers (shown by the black

square and dark grey triangle). Both Turin’s and Everest’s maps have been

selected ad-purpose by the humans in a way that they include a meaningful

area for the human reasoning. Thus it is more probable that these maps

contain distinctive features. On the opposite, even maps of the same ex-

tension of Turin’s city, but with vertices extracted casually, did not include

any significant piece of information. And indeed, the filter recognized this.

Figure 6.5: Application of the statistical hypothesis test on the percentage
of significant features in maps

6.3 Relationship between tag frequency and statis-

tical significance

It can be noticed, with a certain interest, the following phenomenon that

could be of interest also to other researchers in the field of itemsets mining.
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There was an evident correlation between the frequency of the tags and

their statistical significance. In figure 6.6 the relationship observed in the

results of experiment 1 on Turin’s map is reported. The shown relationship

is between the minimum frequency threshold of the tags in a map (Minsup)

and two quantities:

1. the total number of tags found in the map with a frequency higher than

Minsup

2. the percentage of statistical significant tags in the map.

Figure 6.6: Number of tags and percentage of significant tags in relation-
ship with Minsup frequency threshold in experiment 1

It is known that Minsup is a minimum threshold on frequency of ob-

served elements that works as a filter and helps the data mining algorithms

to reduce the volume of elements to be considered. It can be observed that,

as Minsup increases, the number of tags whose frequency is higher than

the threshold decreases. This is a typical phenomenon that occurs also

in the field of itemsets mining. In the specific field of spatial data mining,

despite the total number of selected tags reduces, the percentage of the

tags that are statistically significant tends to increase. As figure 6.6 shows

the statistical significance occurs more in highly frequent tags than in less

frequent ones. This is because the statistically significant tags are just the
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tags that result more frequent in the map of interest than in the neighbour-

ing maps. Thus the imposition of a frequency threshold works as a sort

of filter for statistical significant elements. This result could be considered

as a meaningful observation that supports and justifies the adoption of a

minimum frequency in feature selection and frequent itemsets mining in the

spatial context.

However, the high frequency can not be considered neither a sufficient

nor a necessary condition for a tag to be considered as significant. First of

all, it should be clear that statistical significant tags could be present even

at lower frequencies. This is the case of the 80-90 tags that occur once

or twice in Turin’s map and nevertheless these few occurrences constitute

a statistical significant observation. Secondarily, even high frequent tags

might not result statistically significant. In this respect, consider figure 6.7

that shows the relationship between Minsup and the percentage of signif-

icant tags in experiment 2 on sub-areas in Turin’s map. These sub-areas

are all metropolitan areas that share many common characteristics. They

are less different from their neighbourhood than Turin is different from its

neighbourhood - the suburbs. In fact, it can be noticed that the range of

percentages of significant tags (50%-65%) has values much lower than in

experiment 1 (80%-100%). This means that even at the highest frequen-

cies some tags still result non-significant because they are the tags that

are common to all the sub-areas. A similar observation occurs also for the

remaining experiments on the Everest area and in random maps. It can be

concluded that a high frequency does not guarantee that the tag is statis-

tically significant with respect to the neighbourhood. To confirm this fact a

statistical test cannot be avoided and should be conducted in any case.

6.4 Integration of the proposed statistical tag filter

into a spatial knowledge discovery process

The proposed statistical test on spatial features can be considered as a

filter in support of the feature selection task in a spatial context. It could

be adopted as a pre-processing task in the KDD process on spatial data

because it allows identifying the typical features of a certain geographical

area, given the property of spatial auto-correlation of the features. The

qualitative evaluation on the tags found in the experiments and shown in
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Figure 6.7: Number of tags and percentage of significant tags in relation-
ship with Minsup in experiment 2

table 6.1 confirms that these tags are really typical of the studied area.

Secondarily, one may wonder if the knowledge of relationship between the

tag frequency and statistical significance helps in facilitating the frequent

itemset mining. In particular, if it could give a computational advantage to

the data mining algorithms and help in the early elimination of certain ele-

ments. An answer consists in the identification of the best trade-off between

a value of Minsup that allows the elimination of a sufficiently high number

of spatial features but still retains a sufficiently high percentage of statis-

tically significant features. The evaluation of the desired value of Minsup

could be done on a preliminary sample, composed of random maps in a

region of interest where the spatial features of each random map are eval-

uated. All the possible values of Minsup are considered and a graph like

the one in Figure 9 is generated. The value of the trade-off parameter could

be chosen as a function of the two evaluation measures, Minsup and the

percentage of statistically significant features (here called SigPerc):

Minsupf · SigPerc > MinFeatN

Minsupf is a function that returns the number of features whose fre-

quency is higher than Minsup; it can be extrapolated or fitted on the curve
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that relates Minsup and the number of extracted features and can be drawn

on the sample. MinFeatN is the minimum number of features that the user

wants to allow. Its value could be driven by the capabilities of the storage

system or by the necessity to obtain a clear visualization of the features on

the map.

6.5 Significance of Absent Tags

In the statistical test, a feature is statistically significant only if the frequency

f in the central cell is such that f > µ + 3σ , where µ and σ are computed

from the frequency distribution of the feature in the neighbourhood cells.

In this the right tail of the distribution can be examined. In all the experi-

ments, only the annotations that occurred in the central cell at least a mini-

mum amount of times, were considered. The process then begins with the

selection of annotations from the central cell and then continues with the

calculation of the frequencies in surrounding cells.

Now the interest is in the examination of the opposite situation: that is,

identifying those features whose low frequency in the central map or even

its absence reveals as statistically significant if compared to the neighbour-

hood cells. In some cases the discovery of the absence of events in a

certain area might constitute an important nugget of knowledge to be high-

lighted, especially if the event is a service that should be uniformly dis-

tributed on the territory as for example the petrol stations, the bus stops,

the pharmacies, etc. In order to discover this kind of situation the left tail of

the frequency distribution must be considered.

In order to examine the left tail of the distribution, the process must be

reversed, starting from the calculation of the frequencies in the surrounding

cells. In particular, the frequency of all features in the neighbourhood cells

must be computed. Then the frequency in the central cell, that in this case

can also be zero, must be compared with the value µ− 3σ.

The tag absence is analyzed for all proposed experiments. In all cases

a frequency occurrence equal to zero in never statistical significant. Figure

6.8 shows the distribution of the amenity:car wash tag for experiment 1.

The normal distribution of this tag has mean frequency µ equal to 0,1042

and standard deviation σ equal to 0,3713. This pair of values has been

obtained from all the observations of the neighbourhood cells. The green
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point placed at frequency -1,0097 corresponds to the critical point at µ−3σ;

Since the tag frequency is higher than the frequency at the critical point, it is

not statistical significant. This phenomenon occurs for all four experiments

proposed.

Figure 6.8: Application of the statistical hypothesis in case of tags absence

6.6 Method Comparison

To be complete, described method is compared with the method proposed

by [205], since it represents an alternative to proposed method.

In his work, [205] presented a computational method to determine the

descriptive prominence of categories of spatial objects in a given region.

The authors identify the descriptive prominence of a spatial object using the

concept of contrast from background. In particular, they used the frequency

of occurrence of a category in a given region and in the surroundings to

evaluate if a category is over- or under-represented. A category is relatively

over-represented in a region if the probability that the category occurs in

a region is higher that the probability it occurs in a containing region. A

category is relatively under-represented in a region if the probability that

the category occurs in a region is lower that the probability it occurs in a

containing region. In their work they assess the descriptive prominence of
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a category of spatial objects using the combinations of over- and under-

represented concepts in three nested regions.

Obviously, a direct comparison is not possible. Firstly, because pro-

posed method does not use three geographical areas and secondly be-

cause the number of object categories in each spatial area it is not known

in advance. To make the comparison, since the two methods present some

differences, an empirical method, here presented, is adopted. The em-

pirical method determines the significance of the tags with a certain user-

defined threshold.

Given a tag category, the following ratio are computed:

1. the ratio between its frequency and the sum of tag frequencies in the

central cell. This ratio is called P1

2. the ratio between its frequency and the sum of tag frequencies in the

neighbourhood cells. This ratio is called P2

In the empirical method, the tag category is significant and it is over-

represented in the central cell if its category in the central cell is more fre-

quent than in the surrounding:

P1 > P2

The tag category is significant and it is under-represented in the central

cell if its category in the central cell is less frequent than in the surrounding:

P1 < P2

We now introduce:

ρ = P1/P2

where ρ is the ratio between the probability of a tag category in the

central cell and in the surrounding. If ρ < 1 then the tag category is under-

represented in the central map w.r.t. the surrounding. Instead, if rho ρ > 1

then the tag category is over-represented. ρ is a threshold that has been

introduced in the empirical method in order to better modulate the ability of

the method to detect significant tag categories.

For each experiment, the correlation between the distribution of signif-

icant features of proposed method with the distribution of significant fea-

tures obtained from the empirical method for different threshold values is
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computed. Correlation measures the linear relationship between distribu-

tions.

Furthermore, the detection of significant tags from the two methods is

treated as a classification problem, assuming that the significant tags pro-

duced by proposed method are correct while those produced with the em-

pirical method are those predicted by a binary classifier. Significant tags

produced by the empirical method can be predicted correctly or incorrectly.

The rationale of this choice is the fact that proposed method finds signif-

icant tags giving a statistical guarantee of the results (whose theoretical

base is the statistical inference framework). On the contrary, the empirical

method is driven by an arbitrary choice of threshold and thus its validity and

alignment with ours must be checked.

A significant tag is correctly predicted if it is significant also for proposed

method. Conversely, it is incorrectly predicted. In this way the number of

true positive (TP), false negative (FN), false positive (FP) and true negative

(TN) predicted tags can be detected and Precision and Recall measures

can be computed [209]. TP corresponds to the number of significant tags

that are significant for both methods; FN corresponds to the number tags

that are significant for proposed method but not for the empirical method;

FP corresponds to the number tags that the empirical method defined to be

significant but proposed method finds to be not significant; TN corresponds

to the number of tags that both methods define to be not significant.

Notice that, in order to perform the comparison, filters are not applied to

the tags frequency. As a consequence, the probability P1 is computed for

all the tag categories occurring either in the central cell or in the neighbour-

hood, including in the computation also the tag categories whose frequency

in the central cell is zero.

Turin city and its neighbourhood experiment

In the Turin area, used in experiment 1, 137 significant tags have been

found. Significant tags are compared with the number of significant tags

founded by the empirical method. The number of significant tags is greater

than the number found in Experiment 1. This is due to the fact that in this

new experiment the ratios P1 and P2 were calculated for all tags in the

area with a frequency higher or equal to 1, while in Experiment 1 were

considered tags with frequency at least of 2.
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Tables 6.2 and 6.3 provide a summary of the results for this area.

Threshold 0,125 0,167 0,333 0,5 1
# tags 161 161 156 151 133
Correlation 0,823 0,823 0,862 0,897 0,893
Precision 0,851 0,851 0,878 0,907 0,962
Recall 1 1 1 1 0,934

Table 6.2: Results for experiment on Turin area for threshold values ≤ 1

Threshold 1,2 1,4 1,6 1,8 2 2,2 2,5
# tags 125 119 118 115 113 105 100
Correlation 0,897 0,871 0,864 0,845 0,830 0,780 0,749
Precision 0,992 1 1 1 1 1 1
Recall 0,905 0,869 0,861 0,839 0,825 0,766 0,730

Table 6.3: Results for experiment on Turin area threshold values > 1

The first row, Threshold reports the values used in the experiment. The

second row, # tags reports the number of tags that it has been found to be

significant for the classifier. The third row shows the values for the parame-

ter Precision while the fourth shows the values for the parameter Recall.

As the threshold increases the number of significant feature falls. This

is due to the fact that a higher threshold acts as a more selective filter

compared to a low threshold. Therefore the number of features tends to

decline. Figures 6.9 and 6.10 show, respectively, how the Correlation coef-

ficient between the two distributions varies for threshold values less than 1

and higher than 1.

Threshold values less than 1 correspond to the concept of under repre-

sentation proposed by [205]. Threshold values higher than 1 instead rep-

resent the concept of over representation [205]. As shown by the figures

the Correlation tends to rise as the two distributions tend to have the same

number of tags.

More particularly for threshold values less than 1,2 the Correlation in-

creases and the Precision is less than 1. The Correlation increases be-

cause the number of tags of the two distributions approaches; however a

Precision less than 1 means that the classifier produces false positives, i.e.

it classifies as correct even some tag categories that are not really signifi-

cant.

For threshold values greater than 1,2 the Correlation decreases and

the Precision becomes constantly equal to 1. In fact, by selecting fewer tag

categories than those proposed by proposed method, the Correlation falls.
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Figure 6.9: Variation of the Correlation coefficient for threshold values less
than 1 in the Turin area

At the same time, the probability of a prediction of a significant tag which is

not really significant, results reduced.

With regard to the Recall, it can be seen that it decreases when the

threshold increases. This means that the classifier produces a growing

number of false positives, i.e. instances classified as non-significant even if

they are significant.

District in Turin city

The same area used in Experiment 2 is here considered. The number of

significant tags founded by proposed method is 38. As in the previous ex-

ample, this number is greater than the number of tags found in Experiment

2 because of the minimum frequency threshold set in that experiment. Ta-

bles 6.4 and 6.5 provide a summary of the results for this area.

Threshold 0,125 0,167 0,333 0,5 1
# tags 70 70 68 68 52
Correlation 0,667 0,667 0,682 0,682 0,821
Precision 0,543 0,543 0,559 0,558 0,731
Recall 1 1 1 1 1

Table 6.4: Results for experiment on a district in the centre of Turin for
threshold values ≤ 1

As the threshold increases the number of significant feature falls until
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Figure 6.10: Variation of the Correlation coefficient for threshold values
higher than 1 in the Turin area

Threshold 1,2 1,4 1,6 1,8 2 2,2 2,5
# tags 48 44 43 40 40 39 37
Correlation 0,806 0,823 0,835 0,844 0,844 0,858 0,823
Precision 0,75 0,795 0,814 0,85 0,85 0,872 0,865
Recall 0,947 0,921 0,921 0,895 0,895 0,895 0,842

Table 6.5: Results for experiment on a district in the centre of Turin for
threshold values > 1

reaching a value comparable with that found by proposed method. Fig-

ure 6.11 shows the variation of the Correlation coefficient for the threshold

values reported in tables 6.4 and 6.5.

The Correlation between the two distributions becomes progressively

stronger as the threshold increases. The same thing applies to the Preci-

sion. However, it can be observed that the values of this parameter are on

average lower than values found in the previous case. This means that the

classifier produces a higher number of false positives than in the previous

experiment. In this case the classifier has less ability to discriminate. Fur-

thermore, looking at the Recall, it can be seen that for increasing values

of the threshold the classifier produces an increasing number of false neg-

atives. Therefore, it can be concluded that for threshold values less than

1 (under-representation case), the classifier does not produce false neg-
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Figure 6.11: Variation of the Correlation coefficient for the district of Turin

atives but it is not able to correctly identify the characteristics of a zone.

Conversely, when the threshold is greater than 1, the Precision increases

but at the same time the classifier starts to classify as insignificant, tag

categories that are significant.

Observations made on the Precision parameter can be applied, more

generally, to all areas that are strongly characterized. In fact, further testing

performed in the hills of Turin and in a district area where there is a large

industrial complex, show that the classifier produces a high number of false

positives. In general it produces a number of tags higher than proposed

method, identifying as significant features that are not significant. Tables

6.6, 6.7, 6.8 and 6.9 show the results for these two additional experiments.

Notice that for the hills district area proposed statistical test produces 3

significant tags, while for the industrial district area it produces 9 features.

In both experiments, the Recall parameter is always 1, i.e. false negatives

are not found.

Everest experiment

In the Everest area 4 significant tags have been found, This number is com-

pared with the number of significant tags founded by the empirical method

(classifier). Tables 6.10 and 6.11 provides a summary of the results for
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Threshold 0,125 0,167 0,333 0,5 1
# tags 16 16 16 16 14
Correlation 0,419 0,419 0,419 0,419 0,450
Precision 0,188 0,188 0,188 0,188 0,214
Recall 1 1 1 1 1

Table 6.6: Results for experiment on a district in the hills of Turin for thresh-
old values ≤ 1

Threshold 1,2 1,4 1,6 1,8 2 2,2 2,5
# tags 14 14 14 14 12 12 12
Correlation 0,450 0,450 0,450 0,450 0,489 0,489 0,489
Precision 0,214 0,214 0,214 0,214 0,25 0,25 0,25
Recall 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Table 6.7: Results for experiment on a district in the hills of Turin for thresh-
old values > 1

Threshold 0,125 0,167 0,333 0,5 1
# tags 28 28 25 23 21
Correlation 0,539 0,539 0,575 0,603 0,635
Precision 0,321 0,321 0,36 0,391 0,429
Recall 1 1 1 1 1

Table 6.8: Results for experiment on the industrial district area of Turin for
threshold values ≤ 1

Threshold 1,2 1,4 1,6 1,8 2 2,2 2,5
# tags 20 19 19 17 16 16 13
Correlation 0,652 0,671 0,671 0,713 0,737 0,737 0,824
Precision 0,45 0,474 0,474 0,529 0,563 0,563 0,692
Recall 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Table 6.9: Results for experiment on the industrial district area of Turin for
threshold values > 1

this area. As in the previous experiments, the number of significant feature

tends to decrease when the threshold increases and the Correlation in-

creases as the two distributions tend to have the same number of features

(figure:6.12).

Similarly, as the threshold increases the Precision increases. In fact, the

number of FP founded by the classifier decreases. However, the classifier

considers as correct a higher number of tags compared to those found by

proposed method. As for the Recall, it remains constantantly equal to one.

This tells that the empirical method never finds false negatives.
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Figure 6.12: Variation of the Correlation coefficient for the Everest area

Threshold 0,125 0,167 0,333 0,5 1
# tags 6 6 6 6 6
Correlation 0,787 0,787 0,787 0,787 0,787
Precision 0,667 0,667 0,667 0,667 0,667
Recall 1 1 1 1 1

Table 6.10: Results for experiment on Everest for threshold values ≤ 1

Threshold 1,2 1,4 1,6 1,8 2 2,2 2,5
# tags 6 5 5 5 5 5 5
Correlation 0,787 0,878 0,878 0,878 0,878 0,878 0,878
Precision 0,667 0,8 0,8 0,8 0,8 0,8 0,8
Recall 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Table 6.11: Results for experiment on Everest for threshold values > 1

Random Maps

As in Experiment 4 on random maps, using maps extracted at random on

the Earth’s surface it can be noticed that the number of significant tags

extracted for proposed method is low and only in few cases the region is

characterized. Analyzing the tags it can be realize that, in these few cases,

the map includes towns or holiday destinations and then it is plausible and

that users have recorded points of interest.

Comparing the two methods, it can be observed that:

1. when proposed method does not identify significant characteristics
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(the number of extracted tags is zero), the classifier still extracts sig-

nificant tags, producing many false positives as characteristics of the

area.

2. when proposed method identifies significant features:

• if their number is low, the classifier continues to produce an high

number of false positives

• if their number is high, the classifier improves in performance,

reducing the number of false positives, but can make some mis-

takes producing false negatives.

Experiments on random maps allow to conclude that: when the area to

be analyzed is strongly characterized, the empirical method tends to pro-

duce more tags than those produced by proposed method, which acts, in

general, as a more restrictive filter for features. In fact, it can happen that

proposed method does not detect any tags but the classifier still produces

results.

Finally, it can be observed that the characterization provided by pro-

posed method is independent from the size of the area, i.e. it is scale-

independent. This is a totally different approach from [210] that proposed

a scale-dependent frequent pattern mining. In his article, the author used

a bottom-up approach based on a quadtree data structure to determine

which items are candidates for itemset generation on a certain scale. Gen-

erated itemsets have the aim to describe the geographical region. However,

he provides no evidence of the proposed method but, instead, develops a

prototype structure to extract the frequent patterns.

6.7 Summary

In this chapter the background knowledge of spatial data mining and XML

data mining is provided. Afterwards, a characterization of a given map is

provided by selection of the annotations, corresponding to the tags, which

differentiate the given map from the surrounding areas. This occurs by

means of statistical tests on the annotations frequency in the different ge-

ographical areas, described in detail in the chapter. Different case studies

and related results have been presented. In addition the possibility of inte-

gration the proposed statistical tag filter into a spatial knowledge discovery
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process for the extraction of second level knowledge is also analyzed. Fur-

thermore, the problem of absent tags has been tackled. Reported results

shown that the content characterization is meaningful and statistical signif-

icant. For the sake of completeness the proposed method has been com-

pared with an empirical method that incorporates the major contributions of

the related works in the context of geographical context characterization.

In the next chapter, final conclusions and future works are presented.
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7
Conclusions

In this thesis a metadata retrieval and search module, in the context of

the SMAT project architecture, is proposed. SMAT is a geospatial project

whose aim is to collect data by payload sensors mounted on a flood of

UAS for the territorial protection against natural disasters or monitoring on

illegal human activity related to pollution and cultivation. The high level

three-tier software architecture and the functionalities of its software com-

ponents are described. In this context the connections on the components

based on Web services are highlighted and distinguished. In some spe-

cific cases, such as the link between the ground components that must

exchange a large volume of sensor data, communication is not based on

Web services. In other cases, such as in the metadata retrieval and search

module, geospatial Web services are used.

Proposed module aims to enrich of new content the geo-referenced ob-

jects monitored by missions. These spatial objects might not be marked in

any particular way in a cartographic map either because the map might not

be up-to-date or because the information might not be appropriate for the

inclusion in a cartography. Vice-versa, many useful data on a spatial area

might be present for free on Internet. They are added by users of open col-

laborative Volunteered Geographic Information (VGI) communities. Users

contribute everyday to create data that can provide a rich and free infor-

mation sources. Proposed module largely makes use of social metadata

(tags) extracted from OpenStreetMap and GeoNames. OpenStreetMap is

a free editable map of the whole world. It is made by a community of peo-

ple that share for free geo-referenced data allowing users to view, edit and

use geographical data in a collaborative way. OpenStreetMap allows tag-
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ging annotations that are very heterogeneous in content but refer to a well-

established and detailed ontology of entities. Nevertheless, they could be of

interest for the project because information could concern monitored terri-

tories under risk of pollution, floods, any mission target, airports, route way

points, etc. GeoNames is a geographical database that covers all countries

in the world and contains over eight million place names that are available

for download, free of charge. Textual descriptions come from popular and

controlled source web sites, such as Wikipedia. Again, the feature tags

take their values from a very detailed ontology. Both VGIs enables users

to retrieve tags using Web services. Data are provided using a XML file

format. The tags in the XML files are analyzed and used with the purpose

to enrich of new content the SMAT database for the spatial objects involved

in the missions.

Any query requesting metadata searches the metadata of some speci-

fied spatial objects. The queries are directed, at the same time, toward two

information sources:

1. Internet (both GeoNames and OpenStreetMap) seeking new fresh

metadata

2. The system database. The query returns the metadata of the speci-

fied spatial objects already available and previously stored in the sys-

tem.

The metadata retrieval module aims to be a common interface that is able

to deal with different information sources in an homogeneous way.

Interesting spatial objects might depend on the users’ needs and goals

and could even change over time for the same user. For this reason users

might use the system in an exploratory way. Furthermore, the problem

of identification of a spatial object, supervised by some missions, is mul-

tidimensional. In facts, it can be explored by time, space, mission, UAV,

sensor, etc. Users must be allowed to specify constraints over the different

dimensions, following their particular needs.

The identification of the spatial objects that satisfy all the specified con-

straints and the retrieval of the corresponding metadata are complex prob-

lems which are hard to solve in an efficient manner. Indeed, the set of

constraints the user specifies in his query is not available a priori but is
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known only at run-time. For this reason a Compiler able to generate in

a smart and efficient way the elementary queries that correspond to the

complex specifications provided by users is proposed. Compiler generates

query reducing as much as possible the number of paths, corresponding to

common conditions on the data. Furthermore, given the exponential num-

ber of possible queries, also testing the correctness of the Compiler is a

quite demanding task. In order to simplify the test of correctness of the

Compiler, an automatic query generator has been produced: the Tester.

Tester output has been compared with the Compiler’s output.

Compiler results are, simultaneously, used to search social metadata

on the Web and to retrieve historical metadata. The retrieval activity is per-

formed using the dimensions of the multidimensional data model presented

in chapter 2. Constraints imposed on the dimensions of the SMAT multidi-

mensional model are useful to find and analyze metadata associated with

spatial objects. The module uses the spatial coordinates of mission objects,

meeting the user constraints, to make requests to Web services provided

by OpenStreetMap and GeoNames. The new information obtained from

the Web are compared with historical metadata, to identify which data are

already stored as metadata of the system and which are new. New meta-

data are suggested to the operator through the metadata Graphical User

Interface. The graphical interface is based on a three-tier architecture com-

prising a data layer, a Web server and a client layer, a generic browser in

this case. It allows the operator to select the constraints and the spatial

objects of interest to him and then to view query results as text or as anno-

tations on a map. By means of the GUI, users can analyze historical data

and suggested ones. Data are provided in text format through a process

of files analysis. This process extracts the contents of tags and organizes

them into an appropriate data structure that is also used for displaying the

annotations on the map. Display options provided to the users include: the

cartographic overlay with Piedmont raster files, the ability to locate in the

geographical map the icons representing the spatial objects selected by the

user and finally the chance to see images, where provided by GeoNames,

or links to other Web pages. Through the GUI, the operator can decide to

store suggested metadata that are relevant for him.

Examining files downloaded from the Web, it can be observed the fact

that in certain regions, especially in metropolitan areas, the annotations are
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abundant. The user then risks getting lost in the volume of suggested anno-

tations. For this reason, in the visualization process, the annotations have

been ordered by their type and have been made accessible by means of

an index. In addition a statistical test for the characterization of the content

of certain geographical area has been proposed. Proposed method pro-

vides a geographical characterization by means of a set of tags, extracted

from OpenstreetMap files, that are selected by statistical tests. Proposed

method can also be used to give a usefully concise descriptive summary

of a region and can help to eliminate the noisy tags provided by users by

mistake or being not enough relevant. In order to eliminate the noisy ef-

fects and validate the users’ annotation process it has been proposed to

apply a filter to the tags. The filter consists in the extraction of the tags that

appear to be significant by a statistical validation method. This validation

method compares the frequency of occurrence of each tag encountered in

the given area, with the distribution of the frequencies of the same tag in

the surrounding geographical areas. The filter process returns:

1. the tags on which the majority of the users agree and will not be the

result of some isolated cases

2. the tags that annotate really typical features of the given area

The proposed method identifies as significant features the tags whose

frequency in the given area is an outlier of the tags frequency distribution

in the neighbouring areas. The statistical method represents a first attempt

to analyze annotations available on the Web.

The work proposed in this thesis shows that it is possible to harvest

data provided by Web 2.0 applications and social networks, to perform a

sort of data fusion and data enrichment of the available information on geo-

referenced maps. Thanks to this, it is possible to renew the cartography,

as we did for SMAT-F1 project. Furthermore, it would be possible in the fu-

ture to create a knowledge discovery process that reasons on the acquired

information and correlates them to the background knowledge on the geo-

graphical and geometrical features of the maps. A subsequent, necessary,

step will be to further analyze the quality of data in relation to their seman-

tics, provided by the existing ontology of systems such as OpenStreetMap

and GeoNames. Itemset mining on the sets of tag type at different level of

the tag ontology will be a further step to characterize the map.
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7.1 Future Works

The work presented in this thesis opens up several directions for future

research:

1. Spatial object annotation according to a unique tagging system: adopt-

ing the tag ontology provided by a unique system (e.g., OpenStreetMap)

as a referential knowledge base and then trying to learn the corre-

spondences between tags in the different systems. The problem of

finding the best match between the keywords provided by different

systems can be thought of as a predictive task.

2. Recognition of related annotations which appear to be different. For

instance, because the annotation makes use of different nouns or

synonymous referred to the same concept. Here the integration of

geo annotation with the rich research on Natural Language Process-

ing could be extremely useful and could help to alleviate the problem.

3. The study of user preferences and profiles related to the locations by

application of data mining functionalities. This study can also be con-

nected to the integration of recommendation systems to the geospa-

tial projects and could give further impact to the available geospatial

services.

4. The study and the application of Data Mining methods (automatic

or semi-supervised) for the elaboration and the integration of Web

resources in order to make communicate the world of ”Internet of

Things” with the world of ”Semantic Web”. Internet of Things is a

recent proposal aiming at the extension of Internet to the world of

objects and concrete locations (by means of Radio-frequency identi-

fication tags and geo-referentiation). The aim of Internet of Things is

to build a map of the real world giving an identity and a geographical

referentiation to things and places. It is possible thank to Web 2.0

software applications in which users generate digital contents, share

them and annotate them. Internet of Things is evolving in parallel to

Semantic web, in which data representation models are consolidated

as well as query languages that specify their semantics.

5. The study and the application of an algorithm that suggests the areas
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most characterized in order to apply the proposed statistical method

only on areas that are presumably more rich of significant annota-

tions. The algorithm should be able to identifying, a priori, the vertices

of the area to be analyzed. The suggested area for the application of

the statistical test should be the area that has the extension-optimal

size.
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